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CRUISERS J\:1) :Ji::STROYERS IN TIC GEJTERAL l\CTIOH. 

Cha pte r I . 

IIITRODUCTION. 

(a) Cruisers 1 Dastroyers and the Battl~~in6 . In a pre

vious paper , entitled "The ]'ire Action of the Battle ~ine" (1 
• • C. 

No . 2721/5- 23- 32) , you had a discussion of the major element in 

a modern naval general action . The present paper follows as a. 

sequel to the previous one . In it an attempt will be made to 

analyze the :part plaved b1 the cruisers and destroyers in company 

with the Battle Line . Like the pr evious :paper , this paper is in 

no sense a tactical manual , out a discussion of the elements of 

tactical action . 

The fire action of the Battle Line , o·r reason of its power 

and continui t~r , do:1inates . In general the cruisers and destroy

ers take their cue from the Battle Line , and o:,erate in support 

of , or in elaboration of , its plan. The role of the cruisers 

and destroyers , thouch subordinate , is nevertheless important 

and may be de c i si ye • 

\Thi le the moral factor in battle is predoraina~:t , ·)articu

larl y so in cruiser and destro:rer actions , we 11ill confine our 

point of view in this paper to the intellectual factor , in the 

same manner as we did for the Battle Line . 

( b) The Fundamental Princ1..E.le . .As ,:i th the Battle Line , 

so TTith the cruisers anQ des~royers , the underlyil'l{, and filaster 

principle of tactics is concentration . 3ut in their subordinate 

role , this may not meau concentration \1ithin the restricted 

sphere of cruisers and destroyers a lone , but ccnccntration for 

the battle line, or far 'the fleet , as a whole . '::'he ap)lication 

of the principle of concentration by t1.e fleet as a whole , nay 

often lead correctly to cruiser and dcstro:,er actions afainst 

superior forces . The stopt>ing of a torpedo attacl., the clearinG 

away of light forces fro~ the Battle Line ' s path , tbe riaintenance 

of freedom of maneuver for own Battle 1ine , the covering of a re-
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treat , may require correctly the expenditure of cruisers and 

destroyers aga inst superior force . The principle of concentra

tion may not be violatea thereby , but applied for the fleet as 

a ,:hole . To recognize such situa tions and ac-c on them requires 

a nicety of ,iudgment on the part of comw.anders of cruisers and 

destroyers . A thorough understanding of the general plan of the 

O. T. C. and a coup d 1 oeil are imperative . 

But a side from these cases , the .110s t usual situations 

permit the employment of the principle of concentration within 

the sphere of cruis er and destroyer action itself . Concentra

t i on i s the cr eation of superior momentum at the rir,h~ plar~ and 

a t the ri ght time . Superior force aga inst a portion of the enemy 

line . Superiority of force at the point of contact . And not in

a p9licable for the cruisers and destroyers are the precepts of 

John Cl erl: (Pl ate 30) . 

Among the apothegms , or contributory r,rinciple s, that are 

particularl y us eful for the commanders of cruis&rs and destroy

ers a re the f ollowins: -

(1 ) Coordination of effort and unity of action , especially 
with reference to ~he Battle Line . 

(2) The offensive spirit. 

(3) Simplicity of conception and execution. 

( 4) The initiative . 

( 5 ) Timeliness . 

( 6) Singl eness of purpose . 

(?) The selection of proper objective . 

( 8 ) Surprise . 

( g ) Security . 

(10 ) Mutual suppor t . 

- ----
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Chapter II . 

THE GUHFIRE AC TIO.~ OF C11UISERS _ ND D::ST:SO:'"'.....RS . 

·iii th concentration, in the sphere of' the cruisers and 

destroyers, as our theme , let us investigate the Gunfire action 

of these types of ships. 

(a) ¥ire Factors . 

At the outset it must be saio. that the most potent factor 

for concentration is su:periori ty of nunbers . };"i .,11tinG strengths 

are proportional to the souares of the res~ecti-:e nu'!l'uers - not 

to the first powers . "Only nu!11.bers can annihilate." But in 

this day of numbers limited by treaty, su i;>erior i ty in numbers 

may be difficult to attain . \le are constrained, therdfore , to 

investigate all factors of fire . In this uay v:e nay find means 

of making numbers . The modern factors of fire action , which a re 

available to us for -';his purpose , are tbe saL1e as those for the 

Battle Line (Plate 31). 

(b) Basis of Examination. 

The basis of examination will be the sa1e as used for the 

Battle Line; i . e. , we v:ill use the ·,ar College rules, ancl will 

assume , except where specified otl1erwise, that the accuracy and 

rapidity of fire on both sides are normally e• ual for the sar1e 

calibre and kind of gun and type of ship; that the direct method , 

director lay of fire control and top spot are used ; that the 

main batteries only are in use; that the range has been estab

lished; that there is no surprise fire; that the rate of change 

of range is small; that no guns are ~nasl:ed; and that the dar1.age 

control on both sides is eq_ually efficient . 

Cmi ttinc t:1ose factors which are en ti rel·J out of our hands 

to control , we will consider: 

First : Those factors which are partial ly in our hands 
to control . 

Second : Those factors which are wholly in our hands to 
control . 
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(c) Factors only partially under one ' s col'!.!.r~-~ -

( 1) Kind of Spot. Plane spot is available to all cruisers 

carrying planes . All CAs carry planes. All BLUE CLs and & few 

RED CLs carry planes. Most of the R:.D CL and all of the ORANGE 1 

CL do not carry planes. No destroyers carry planes . \7i th the 

CA' s 811 guns plane spot begins to be superior to top spot at 

about 16 , 000 yards; top spot become s ineffective totally at 

about 26 , 000 yards . ii7ith the CL's 6" guns plane spot begins 

to be superior to top spot at about 12, 000 yards ; top spot be

comes ineffective totally at about 22 , 000 , the maximum range 

of the guns . Within these bands plane spot g i--,es an advantage 

over top spot, which increases decidedly in the upver ranges. 

In some cases local control may have to be resorted to . Local 

control reduces the accuracy of fire below that of top spot and 

plane s pot . 

(2) Smoke , gas, and spray . Cruisers and destroyers are 

affected by smoke, gas and spray in their fire effect under 

the same conditions , and w the same extent, as tne Battle Line. 

\ 

Turret guns are not affected by spray when director fire is used . 

Spray is worse than gas , but is less likely to occur . Smoke is 

worst of all . 

(3) Roll , pi~ch and yaw. Cruisers and destroyers are 

affected by unusual roll , pitch and yaw in their fire effects 

under the same conditions as the Battle Line. As the weather 

gets worse the fire effects get less . Cruisers and destro1ers , 

however, are affected to a greater degree than the Battle :ine . 

In some cases the CA will have twice the penalty and 'vhe CL 

and DD three times the penalty that the Battle Line \'•ill have 

under the same weather conditions and on the same course . Yaw 

is worse than pitch or roll. Pitch and roll are about the same 

when using director lay. ',lhen pointer lay is used the roll is 

worse than the pitch. 
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(4) Silhouette and sungla re . The accuracy of fire of 

cruisers and destroyers is affected by sunglare a nd silhouette 

under the same conditions and to the same extent as t he Battle 

Line . 

To illustrate the foregoing factors let us consider them 

in combina tion . On Plate I , Case I , we have 2 BLUE ASTORIAS 

and 2 BLUE HOUSTONS versus 4 ORANGE MAYAS at 19 , 000 yards , using 

plane spot . These are CAs. There are no penalties on either 

side . The ratio of fire effect for t11e first 3 minutes of fire 

is BLUZ to ORANGE 131%. Now in Case II the conditions are the 

same , except tbe wind is force 4 on BLUE's port beam, raising 

a moderate sea , and ORANGE goes ships left 30° . By this turn 

ORANGE avoids all penalties . BLUE continues and has roll and 

gas interference . ?Jy going sllips left 30° , ORANGE has reduced 

BLUE's advantage from 131% to 93% . If now this action occurred 

between sunrise and t,.ro hours afterwards, or bet\feen sunset and 

two hours before , and ORANGE bore frar::i. Bi..UE within 15° of the 

sun with a clear sky , BLUE suffers the additional penalty of 

sunglare . BLlB ' s fire effect is now only 82~ of OR.ANGE's . If 

IlOM BLUE's plm1es shoot down ORANGE'S spotting planes , BLUE'S 

fire effect is increased to 9?% of ORANG~ . BLUE has about even-
• 

ed matters . 

Let us consider a battle between CAs and DLs . This is 

Case III . 2 BLUE ASTORIAS and 2 BLUE .nOUSTDrJS versus 12 ORANGE 

OBORAS at 6 , 00C yards . \Hnd force 4 raisi n€; a moderate sea dead 

ahead of both forces . In this case BLJ-:i!: suffers from pitch, 

from the use of local control of his turrets and from being 

under minor fire . He uses his 8" guns only . The battery in

terference , as well as the other penalties , makes the effect 

of his secondary battery of 511 /25 high angle gun s negligible . 

ORANGE suffers from spray, pitch and over concentration . BLUE' s 

fire effect in the first three minutes of fire is 91% of ORANGE . 
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The 1.2 DL are more than equal to BLUE ' s four C .. i. . ~up~ose this 

battle occurred in a rough sea, other "things the same as before , 

then the destroyer leaders will suffer more from pitch than the 

CAs will . The CA fire effect will then be 98%, or al~:1ost eq_ual 

to tha t of the DL. The C .. i. can fight better in a rough sea than 

the DLs, 

(5) Priority of effective fire . This is a factor of im

porta nce . Its advantages are self evident . They occur in the 

same manner snd under the same conditions as far the Battle 

Line . In cruisers and destroyers priority Gf effective fire 

probably wi ll fall to the side which can employ plane spot when 

the other cannot , which has the greater flexibili-cy in fire con

trol to meet surprise conditions and multiplicity of targets , 

and which can be brought into action more nearly sir.iul taneously 

and with more nearly full effect . 

(6) Enfilade . Enfilade is a condition that will often 

arise in the action of cruisers and destroyers . To be subject 

to damage b y enfilade , a vessel must be within about 100 yards 

of the line of fire and Hi thin about 1200 yara.s of the target . 

On Plate 2 we have one BLU:: OMA .. '1.A versus 3 ORA:UE OBORAS, which 

are standing in to make a torpedo attack on a Battle Line to the 

left of the o::AHA , range 6000 1rards , ::-ate of chru.ge of range 

3000 yards in 3 minutes , both sides using local control . OBORAS 

are using bow fire and suffering from o-.-er concE:,ntration. OlLlli .. "'). 

is presenting 90° target obliquity . In Caso I th& OBO\.b.S are 

disposed to avoid enfilade . In this case BLUi fire effect is 

111·;;, of 0Rl\UGE in the fir st ~ minutes of fire . If , no\i , in Case 

II all c onditions arc the same , except tho CnOR.AS er0 in a line 

of bearing such that they &re sufferin5 enfilade , this per cent 

becomes BLUE 304% of ORAfiG~ . ORANGS suffors u great incraase of 

damage through enfi Lide . 
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(?) Surprise Fire . This factor occurs often in cruiser 

and destroyer fire actions . On Pla te 2 , Case I , we saw that 

B~u'"E ' s fire effect during the first 3 ninutes of fire " a s 111~ 

of OR.ANG3 , under the conditions a ssumed . In this case no sur

prise wa s invol ved , because the OliAHA had seen the OBORAS in 

ample time previously to get her battery on in train , get her 

sights set and establish her fire . In Case III ~he conditions 

are the same , except the 3 OBORAS suddenly ap)ear at the bcC5,in

ning of the move out of a smoke screen or fog , with the OMiJIA's 

guns not on , her sights not set , and her fire not established . 

The OBORAS, however , were ready , but their fire was not estab

lished , In Ca se III BLUE ' s fire effect durinr,, the first three 

mi nutes of fire is now only 81% of ORAISGE - a drop of 305~- This 

is due to the surprise factor . 

(8) Rate of change of r~. This factor of tell applies 

in cruis er and destroyer actions - particularly during torpedo 

a t t a cks , On Plate 3 we have 1 BLUE Olin.HA o J o sed 1,0 3 ORAI GE 

OBORAS . BLUE is using broadside fire , and is under nornal fi re . 

OR.ANGZ ha s bow fire , with over concentration , and is under less 

tha n normal fire . Both sides are using local control . In Case 

I the rate of change of range is about zero . In Case II it is 

1600 yards per ,ainute . This large rate of change of range 

causes BLUE ' s fire ef~ect in the first three minutes of fire to 

drop from 1 .18 to . ?3, or 08% , and OfuJ.TGE's from . 48 to . 2? , or 

44%. Both sides l ose greatly in fire effect . ORANG~ can get much 

closer before he i s stopped by g unfire , when the rate of chmge 

o f r a nge is great . The :penalties far large rates of chan5e of 

r a nge not onl y increase as the r a tes i n~rease , but increase as 

the r ange increases . This is one of the reasons why cruisers 

a nd de s troyers at high 3peed and at long raric;es can avoid damage . 
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(9) Range Bands and Ammunition Supp!,Y. . In cruiser and 

destroyer firing there are favorable range bands as v1i th Battle 

Lines and for the same reasons . A series of typical fighting 

strength comparison curves of modern BLU3, ORAl~GE and R"SD cru

isers and destroyers is shown on Plates 4 to 13 . These curves 

are useful in comparing the ships concerned , provided the assump

tions upon which they are based are not lost sight of . These 

assumptions are listed in the legends . These C4rves show that 

there are favorable and unfavorable range bands . But in cases 

where speeds are nearly equal the attaining of a predetermined 

range band may be difficult . 

On each of the plates is shown the maximum ranGe at which 

the a111muni tion supply of the winner is just sufficient to damage 

the loser 80%. If the fi"'-nt is begun and co1.tinued above this 

range , there will not be sufficient ammunition to gain a decision . 

Obviously fights , designed to obtain a decision , must be fot\;nt 

on the whole at ra."1ges below this maximum. Tha quicker the 

decision is desired - the shorter the ran5e must be . Attention 

is invited to the faut that the assumptions , upon which the 

curves are based , are optimistic . In practice , therefore , this 

maximun probably will be less than sho~n. 

It is interesting to compare the different types of ships . 

The ships selected are the best of their types , nov existing in 

the BLUE , RED and ORANGE navies . You will note the following 

under the conditions assumed :-

( a) The BLUZ ASTORIAS and HOUSTONS are generall.y better 

fighting ships, when opera ting about 1/2 AS'IOlU.AC and 1/2 HOUS

TONS , than the RED LO!TDONS at all ranges (Plate 4), exce9t be

tween 20 , 000 and 23 , 000 where they are about oqual . The superi 

or:ty is·not great unless the BLL--Z ships can present a t~rget 

obliquity of less than 90° . Target obliquity is of no assistance 

to RED because he has no side armor . Decisive enga&e.:1011 ts must 
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be fought at less than 20 , 000 yards on account of a:~7ur.ition 

supply . 

(b) The BLUE AS'l'ORI!\.S and EOUSTONS , when operatir:r about 

1/2 ASTORIAS and 1/2 HOU.3TONS , are generally inferior to the 

ORANGE IVlAYAS (Plate 5) below 15,000 yards . Between 15 , 000 and 

21 , 000 BLUE is superior . Above 21 , 000 they a:re about eQual . 

Target obliquity plays an impor~a~~ par~ , but is 1nore in BLUE' s 

favor than OR.ANGE's except in the small band 14, 000 to l?,000 

yards . Decisive en{;agements 1i1ust be fought at less than 21,000 

yards on account of amnuni tion supply. 

(c) The BLUE ci~.JL.~3 are better fighting ships than the 

best RZD light cruisers (CL} and tlle best OR.M-TGE ligr.t cruisers 

(CL}, (Plate 6), except above 18,00G yards . Tr.e superiority is · 

decidedly in favor of the BLUE ships . Target obliquity is use 

ful for all of these ships . Decisive engagements r.mst be fought 

at less than 20,000 yards on account of a.nm..unition sup"'>ly. 

( d) 12 of the la test ORACGE D:. are more than a match for 

2 ASTORIAS and 2 HOLoST~NS a t all ranges belo~ 9000 yards (Plate 

8} . Above 9000 yarcls BLUE h a s some advanto.ge , but not much . 

Target obliquity helps BLUE. Perhaps roughly speaking the 4 CA 

would about match 9 DL . For deciEive engagemffi1ts BLUE must 

f ie)1 t below 11, oOO yards and ORA..~GE belon 8500 yards on account 

of ammunition supply . 

(e) These same 12 ORANGE DL are still more superior to 

4 BLUE Of:i!AHAS (Pla~e 9) . They are superior at all ranges and 

at all target obliquities . Roughly spea:cing .::he 4 o::AHAS v,ould 

about match 6 OBO~S (:9L) . ror decisive e11€,a;e:1ents the ORAHGE 

DL must fight below 9000 yards on account of ammunition sup~ly , 

if' our estima te of this supply is correct . 

(f) The present BL0E destroyers are ship for ship decidely 

inferior to the la test ORAlmE DL (Plate 10} and the la test R::D 

DD (Plate 11) . Roughly speaking 4 BLTJ:~ :>:i) are about a match for 
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2 ORANGE DL and 3 RED DD . For clecisi-_,-e ensa~ements the ORAlJGE 

DL must fight at lees than 11 , 000 yards and the RED DD at less 

than 7000 yards , on account ot· ammunition supply . 

(g) Co,ning to the theoretical BLUE 10 , 000 ton 6 11 cruisers 

(Plate 7) , we see that they are somewhat superior to the ORANGE 

MliYAS (CA) , exceyt at ranges 13,000 to 17 , 000 . Tar ce t obliquity 

plays an important part for both types of ships . 1 or decisive 

engagements ORAIDE CA r1ust fight belm1 16, 000 yards and BLTE CL 

below 23 , 000 yards , on account of arnraun:ition sup? ly . 

(h) The Orl.AHGE ba ttleship ISE is more than a match for 4 

of the newest BL1.JE CA at all rar..ges above 10 , 00U yards (Pl ate 12) . 

If the ISE can present a target obliquity of 60° or 45° she is · 

superior at all ranges . Should the Ck bG lucky cnouf;h to begin 

and end the battle at 9000 yards or less , with the IoE prGsent

i ng 90° target obliquity , t.te re is ample 8 " ammunition on the 

CA to danage the ISE 80%. This comparison is interesting be 

cause CAs sometimes find the~selves fighting BB. 

(i) The latest OR.ANGE battlccruiser is slic.htly superior 

in fighting strength to four of the newest BL~.iE C11. at ran6es 

above 16,000 yards, but decidedly inferior b .3low lo , 000 yards , 

at all target obliquities (Plate 13) . ~or d~cisivc action O:!l.~~GE 

CC must fight bel or, 21 , 000 yards ruid BL 1JZ CA ')elow 16 , 000 yards 

on account of ammunition supply. 

(10) Ni$bt :t'i rin__g. There are a number of factors e.1teri!lf, 

i n to nif,h t firing that are worth con si deri ne:, . Sone of them 

enter into day firing also, but muy not ri su to such i m!)ortanc a 

as at night . Some are pecu liar t o night al01Le . Of the forme r 

may be listed tho following :-

The numb,:;r of guns firing, which vari...:s constantly; 

Local control ; 

The frequent shifting of targets ; 

Surprise fir~ ; 

Battory interference on the sa110 ship; 
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Masking of fire by another ship; 

Over . concentration; 

Frequ~nt re- establishment of fire; 

Ship and target changing course frequently; 

Rate of change of range and bearing often great ; 

Danger of firing into own ships . 

In the War College rules these factors act as penalties eener

ally on normal fire . Sometimes the penalties becori...e so great 

that the fire effect !llnount s to zero . Chance plays constantly 

and often decisively. There is little that one can do to con

trol these factors at nj_ght to one ' s advantage beyond gunnery 

expertness and attempting to be superior in actual numbers at 

the points of contact . 

Visibility and illumination are factors that occur princi 

a.lly at night and are 12ore under one's control . The range of 

visibility at night , unaided by artificial illumination, varies 

according to height of observer , the number and efficiency of ' 

lookouts , the character of the object observed, the clearness of 

the atmosphere , and the amount of natural light existing. At -the 

rlar College three conditions of natural night visibility are 

used : night- high , where moonlight , clear sky and clear atmosphere 

obtain and the horizon is visible ; night- normal, r.rhere clear sky, 

clear atmosphere and no moon obtain but the horizon is visible; 

and night- low, where an overcast sky and a moist atmosphere ob

tain and no horizon is visible . These conditions are diagrammed 

on Plate 14 in the case where the observer is on the bridge of a 

large or intermediate size ship~ They will be different on 

smaller ships where the bridge is loV-Ter . Generally when the 

bridge is lower and the horizon is visible , the range of visi-

is greater. 

These natural conditions are affected by artificial illum

ination in the i7ar College rules as follows : -
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(a) For night conditions , other -i;ha11. fog , searchligh tis give 

ranges of visibility to the ship using the searchlight equal to 
~ 

night high visibility as seen from a lar~e ship , when the natural 

visibili.ty is night - hiGh or ni.ght - normal , i . e ., up to 6000 yards 

when illurJinating a large or intermediate size ship . 1To.en the 

natural visibility is night - lou searchlii hts 6 ive rar.ges of visi 

bility equal to night- normal visibility , i . e ., u:p to 3000 yards 

when illuminating a large or intermediate size shi:p. For shi:p 

not usine; searchli@lts and offset to oi1e side of the searchlight 

rays of another ship , the ranees of visibili t:l are considered to 

be 501° greater than these . In natural night-high or normal 

visibility searchlight bee1Js are considered to be 6000 yards 

long , in night - low visibility 3000 yards long . Against these 

beams vessels may be silhouetted, in uhicll cases visibility for 

:unfi re and recognition purposes reaches as high as 9000 yards . 

Under night conditions , m thou·b fog , searchlights themselves 

are seen 30 miles in night- hiGh and night - normal visibility and 

15 miles in night - low visibility. Under like conditions gun 

flashes are visible 10 and 5 miles respectively. These condi

tions are diagrammed on Fla tes 15- A and 15- B. For gunfire pur

poses searchlight illumination can be used up to the limit of 

visibility , but the fire 0ffect is reduced considerably over t !1at 

for daylight conditions. 

(b) Star shells and parachute flarea illuminate a circular 

area of water beneath thO:'.n , the diameter of Hhich varies from 

1/4 to 1/2 mile , at a hlaxi.mum horizontal range for star shells 

from 6000 to 17 , 000 yards . The duration of each illumination 

varies from 1/4 to 1 minute for star shells to 5 m.i.nutcs for a 

flare . Continuous illumination requires bursts from 1 to 8 per 

""'minute at moderate speea. of target . The abovo variations arc 

due to different calibers and ballistic5 of the star shell and 

the gun firing then . Those effects arc diagrarmn.od on Plate 16 . 
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For gunfire or recogniation purposes the burst should be beyond 

and within 8000 yards of the target and cross the line of sight . 

Bursts short of the target obscures it . Objects , other than the 

target , may be illuminated or obscured accidentally or by design . 

In night - high or night - norni..al visibility star shells and flar es 

will give an extreme vi si bili ty as high as 15 , 000 yards for large 

ships ; in night- l ow visibility as high as 6000 yards . Gunfire 

may be used up to these ranges , but the fire effect is reduced 

considerably over daylight conditions . Star shells and flares 

are visible 30 miles in night - high or normal visibility , 15 

miles in night - low visibility. These effects are diagramed on 

Plate 17 . 

From the above it is seen that there are great restrictions 

on the efficiency of artificial illumination for gunfire pur

poses . A high degree of gunnery expertness is required to use 

artificial illumi nation to one's advantage . It is very liabl e 

to be a disadvantage , by reason of the fact that own ship , by 

using a searchlight , which is visible 15 to 30 miles , or by 

silhouetting ovrn ship or ships by star shells or flares , may 

. disclose one's position , or turn one's unseen ship into a very 

good target for an unseen enemy. 

The reasons for the follovTing instructions in the "Tactical 

Employment , Destroyers , U. S. Fleet , 193211
, are now ap:parent :-

112501 . The necessity of not illumiri..ating our 

own capital ships and other important units and of 

not disclosing our own position prcrna turely or un

necessarily must be remembered at all tit~s . 

"2502 . Every effort must be made to 

[ _ have all guns and torpedo tubes ready and on the 

target before u~ing ~earchligb ts or star. shells 

and before openi ng fire . 
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"2503. Searchlights arc tho primary means of 

illumination when tho range is less than 3000 yards 

until illuminetion by star shells is established. 

Star shells arc the primary means of illumination 

when the range is over 3000 yards . Star she lls wi l l , 

if the circumstances permit , be used in conjunction with 

searchlights. 

"2504. Under no circumstances wi 11 searchlights 

be used for searching or sweeping yrior to opening 

fire . If a search is ne cessary star shells will be 

used . 
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" 2507 . ~ach ship i s resp nsi ble for the illum

ination of its ovm tarret . Should tll e i llumina ti on 

provided b~r another ship be sufficient , a ship is not 

required to illuminate its own taruet -

n25oa . ,Then searchlights or st~r 5hells are 

beinb used , care must be taken that an undetected 

ene~y is not on the unengaged side or on a bearing 

dif ferent from t l1at of the t a rr;et which is under 

i l lumination. " 

In this connection the following extrc ... cts from 11 Tentative 

Cruiser Tactics and Do(!trine> U. :i . Navy , Deceubcr , l CJ3la , a r e 

interesting : -

11 96 . Night Illlli1ina tion of Tar_~t_.'?_ . - - - - In 

general , cruisers shall , 

(a) Not illuminate a target if it is sufficiently 

illuminated by other sources . 

(b) Use illurninatinc 'r'lrojectiles as a primary 

means of illuminatinG tJrGets . 

(c) Use searchlights if the tar€et is not or 

cannot be illuminated b y using other means and it 

is necessary to fire at the target . - - - Use 

searchlights to ·olind an enemy ,,ho is already 

employing searchlights ." 

(d ) Factors Under One's Control . 

These factors are listed on Plate 31 . Ttey c&J1 be crouped 

unde.r two heads .-

( 1) Fire ; 

(2) Formations and i,:a.neuv·ers . 

Under Fire we will discuss distribution of fire , selecti on of 

targets , and ammunition expenditure ; under Fornations and Man

euvers , lines of bearing , di stance and inte "val , target obliq_ui ty, 

and changes of course and speed . 

~---~------------- - ----
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In the 11Fire _',,ction of the Battle Line•' all of these 

f~ctors were analyzed and discussed in detail . uuch ~ complete 

treai;r::1ent wil l not be repeated here for cruisers ~.nd destro:·ers .. 

But an attempt will be made to show differences 1:>etween capital 

stips and light craft wherever they appea r to exist . 

In the f ollowins discus s ion we will consider that top spot 

is in use on both sides , that there is no spra_~, no smoke or 

g&s interference, no sunglc.1.re , no s ilhouette , that visibilit~r 

i s cood for the ranges considered, .nc1. that rol l , pitch or yaw 

is not excessive. 

(1) Fi_re. 

Distribution of 1'ire . Natural concenti c:..tions are obviously 

advantageous , provided the~r do not result in e:::cessive penalties 

for over concentration. The :,;,enal ties fo1· over concentration 

are more sev;;;re for li ::_ht craf·t; , except CA , than for the :Battle 

Line . This is due to the reduced abilitv tc distin~uish own 

splashes , the greater rapidity of fire , and t~e less accuracy 

of fire control in smal l er types . ::J.ec...vy 8 1; cru isers are con

sidered fully as capable as ships of the Battle Line for con

centration purposes . Normally 3 BB , or 3 CO , or 3 C..c., E1.ay con

centra te on the same target with out penal t:- , but 3 CL , 3 DL , or 

3 DD , a r e e a ch penalized . n.bove 3 ships concer.1.tratine, , all types 

are penalized the same . At ranges below 4000 y&rds by direct 

method there is no penalty for over concentration . 

Due to the inability of CL, DL E...nd DD to concentrate 

without penalty, artificial concentration for these type s is 

und'esirable . One case will be enongi to sh ..:H this . On l'la te 18 

we have 4 OM.hHAS versus 4 01'.1.AIIAS at 10 , 000 ~rards , with a tar:;et 

obli q_uit:• of 90°, spe0d 28 knots , onpdrallel courses abeam of 

each other , in column , distance 500 . oide penetration occurs 

a t this range . In ~ase I both sides use ship for ~1ip fire . 

In Case II BLUE us'"'s the artificial concentration s..rio-wn, and 
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RED uses ship for ship fire . The curves sho~ the relative 

fi€,hting strength , BLUE to RED , for 12 minutes of firing . In 

Case II , as compared with Case I , BLUE starts inferior and gets 

decidedly inferior by 12 minutes when the battle is about over . 

The relative fighting strength is getting worse and worse for 

him . At the end of 12 minutes BL1E' s total damage and the dam

age on individual ships is greater than RZD . There are no fea

tures that would improve the general e ffect 1' or BLUE at other 

ranges , excep t at very short ranges under 4000 yards . This same 

general result will occur for DL and DD , when fighting each 

other . This is due to the penalties of over concentration , 

which CL , DL and DD suffer when concen tratin6 even the minimum 

amount - 2 snips against 1. 

This considers artificial concentration by itself , i . e. , 

when a l l other factors are equal . HoPever , for CL , DL and DD , 

when a decided less mean range can be obtained, artificial 

concentration is often advantageous. In Plate 19 we have 4 

ONk.H.AS vs 4 OM .. ,J:-I.AS . In Case I both sides are using ship for 

ship fire . In Case II BLUE is employing the same artificial 

concentration as on Plate 18 with a mean ran6e of 10 , 250 yards , 

while RED is emploJing ship for ship fire at tl mean rangA of 

11 , 250 yards . 1Toereas in Plate 18 the artificial concentration 

was very disadvantageous to B11ill , in Plate 19 the sare artifi 

cial concentration is advantageous . This is due to the less 

mean range which 3LUE obtains. The gain resultil'lf, from this 

less mean range overbalances the , enalties of BLUE' s over

concentration. 

CAs are like battleships and battle cruisers in their abilit!r 

to concentrate without penalty . Artificial concentration for 

them is advantageous - particularly if ther0 are mixed targets 

gi •vine; hard and soft ships , or a less mean range is available . 

\lith both natural and artificial concentrations there is 
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n limit to the number of ships that c-.n concentr·"'.te effectively 

on one t ~rget . For CAs this limit is three: . Accordirie, to the 

rules for CL , DL c.nd DD , 9 ships on 1 6 i ve ::.n effect , .bout eoual 

to one ship on 1 . The maximum effect for concentration of these 

types occurs when about 5 ships concentrate on 1 . 

n equals number of ships (CL , DL or DD) concentrating on 1, 

a e~uals fire ef1ect of each ship , 

n(a - i~ a) equals fire effect of n ships on 1, 

n(a - n a ) is a maximum, when n e ruals 5 . If the return 
10 

fire of the one ship is considered , n can e(ual 8 , but practical 

consi dera ti on would reduce this . ·.men we ccnsi der a fight be

tween a number of ships on each side prooabl-:,• ~$ is the maximum 

practicable number . Al though one micht say from 3 to 5 is 

practicable . 

Selection of 1arGets . The same conclusions , relative to 

the selection of targets , apply to cruisers and destroJers as 

FEt x FEo . to the Battle Line . The formula Rt ecuals Lt 1s useful 

in selecting t a rgets . 

In this connection the effect of shif tint.:. fire i~ inter

esting . This is shown on Plate 20 . In Case I t:.1e fire distri

bution of 4 OBORAS versus 8 n=cATURS is as shown . BLill's fire 

effect is 38 . 4% of ORAHGE during the first three minutes of 

fire . In Case II, during the first three munites , ORANGE is 

engaged in shiftin3 fire to reruove the cross fire ar:d to fire 

a t the nearest ships. In this case the act of shiftin€':, increases 

BLUE 's f 38 ~ % percent rom , 4 7o to 45 . 2.,. In Case III OFtbNGE mal..e s 

the same shift of fire , but the turgets to which he shifts bear 

more than 15° from the original targets . This necessitates 

ORANJ.E re - establishing fire . During this 3 minutes BLUE's per

cent of ORANGE rises temporarily to 53.6% - an increase of 15. 2~~ -

0nce fire has been established , it is disadvantageous , other 

things being equal , to shift fire to another tc:.reet , if the new 
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target is not adjacent , or a large change 01' range or bearing 

is involved~ or the new target is on a materially d i fferent 

course and speed from the old . 

Allied to the subject of selectj_on of tarGets, comes the 

effect of multiplicity of targets . 11nere the number of targets 

greatly exceeds the number of firing ships , or the number of 

available controlled groups of guns , some of the targets may 

not receive damage before tliey have accomplished their task, 

provided they do not get into an enfilade from some target 

under fire . This , of course , is due to the restrictions on 

all ships to efficient divided fire beyond a set li1!lit , to the 

penal ties of shj_fting fire , to the shortage of guns , and to the 

complexity of fire distribution . Capital ships and cruisers 
t 

have' duplicate fire control systems f'or their main batteries 

and can fire at two targets at once without loss of efficiency . 

The s.econdary batteries of capital ships may be divided into 
I 

four groups, each group having separate control and c.irector 

fire . This permits firing with the secondary battery at two 

targets on each side simultaneously . All ships , other than 

capital ships and crui sers , have only one prinary system of 

fire control . So , to fire at more than two targets at once 

with capital ships and cruisers , or e. t ::i.ore than one target 

with other types of ships , will require resorting to local 

control; or , in the case of capital ships , to sirnul taneous 

fire of turrets and secondary batteries . These give serious 

penalties to normal fire effect . It is generally bette}' to 

bring the targets under fire successively than to try to fire 

at all simultaneously , if thereby local control must be resort

ed to . This, of course , requires that the rna;~imum rate of des

truction should be established as early as possible) shifting 

to new tar Bet s successively as old targets drop out . Eff ec ti ve 

fire should be es~ablished as early as possible in order to des-
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troy the last targets before they can accomplish their tasks . 

For the Battle Line al one to knock out an attack of many des

tro?ers is , for these reasons , very difficult in a general 

action . Cruisers, which can be so disposed as to establish a 

rapid rate of destruction in time , are neces~~ry to stop an 

attack on the Battle Line of many destroyers . 

The instructions now current for destro~rers, as given in 

"Tactical Employment, Destroye rs , U.S . Fleet, 193211
, are now 

interesting. The followinc are extracts : -

112400 . Training must be directed with a view 

to the deli very of an accurate and rapid fire at the 

earliest possible moment on a target 11hich nay appear 

suddenly, be visible but a brief time and be chanc;i ng 

its range and bearing with great rapidity. 

" 2402 . Shi ps will not divide their fire . 

" 2403 . Fire will be shifted rat':er than crossed . 

il2404 . The more dangerous targets should be 

fired at in preference to those less dangerous ; the nearer 

targets in preference to those more distant, unless the 

latter are more dangerous. 

n2405. All important targets within effective 

range should. be tept under fire, subject to the above . 

11 2406 . Fire must be shifted without cielay from 

a target which is draV7inG out of effective range, or nhich 

is seen to be seriously damaged. , to a more dang_erous or 

nearer target. 

11 2410 . Ships normall:r will concentrate from 

the head of the column . 

11 2411 . Hhen the rate of cbange of bearing is 

high and targets are draWing aft , leadi11G ships will as 

a general rule open fire on targets first encountered . 

vThen new targets ahead draw wi~~in effective range vanward 

ships shift to targets ahead , leaving to.r{:,ets drawing aft 

to own ships astern. 
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:12412 . iihen concentratinc;, destroye1·3 cannot use 

a method req_Jirirtg ohi:ps to fire in rotation without 

too great a reduction in volune af fire . · 'hen the Sec

tion Leader opens fire and the doctrine requires con

centration other ships shall open fire as soon as pos-

sible and obtain ma ximum volume of fire . If salvos 

cannot be identified by any ship that vessel shall 

suspend fire temporarily to note the effect of such 

suspension on the ?.LP . I. As soon as the point of fall 

of own salvos is thus established oy a ,_l!'Ocess of 

elimination , she shall again take up a rapid rate of 

- - . fire . - - -

11 2413 . Fire distr:b1tion am concentration sig-

nals will not be made unl ess the situat.ion i~1anifostly 

requires it . 

"2414. The requirement that the more c..anGerous or 

nearer targets be fired upon :na·r produce an artificial 

concentration and ships should a.ct ::.:>roruptly to accomplish, 

this without waiting for signals . Thus , a cruiser , if 

in danser ous )roximi ty , should be concentrated on though 

less dangerous targets may be nearar . 

" 2415 . _,.s a general rule , concentrations should 

not exceed the following :-

( a) Not more than two ships on one destroyer 
or smaller target . 

( b) ~f ot more thar- one division on a light 
cruiser . " 

Ammunition Expenditure. The round.;; per eun en cruisers 

and destroyers are as follows : 

8 11 100 

t:> 11 , 51! 5 , 5 1ll, 511 200 
(except DD & '3-::i} 

4 ~? (except DD & 3S) - 225 

4 ", 511 , 4'J?, 5111 go 
(on D:) &. DL) 

3" A. A. 

40u 

600 
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Plates 4 to 1.3 sho~, the 1aaximum ran.Ges belov r1hich 

decisions maJ be ob11 .. ined,. under the conditions assumed , 

with the ammunition allowance . Generally spe~J\.iI'JG when 

cruisers fight cruisers ranges below 20 , 000 should be used to 

obtain a decision . When cruisers i'i ht o:. or :,n , or DD figllt 

DL or DD , ru.nge s below 10, 00v and in so:J.e cases below 7000 must 

be used . Decisive battles cannot be fought at long or extre1a.e 

ranges With cruisers a.nd destro·rers , not 0~1ly on account of 

small fire effect but on a ccount of short•.lGe of amrnuni t ion 

allo,,ance . 

The tin:es 1·or cruisers or destroyers to da.:age each other 

80% at the maximum range at which the ar:Tu1uni tion \Ii.11 just 

last , under the conditions as sumed (Plates 4 to 13), is roughly 

a s follows : -

Cruisers v ersus cruisers , about one hour; 

Cruisers versus DL or :,n , abo·.1t 25 :iinu te s ; 

DD versus :lL , about 20 minutes . 

Zven at the sc raaximum ranges the "time is short; even ts happen 

rapidly ; there is little or no ti.:ne , or chcJ1t:9-ng cli s posi ti one 

or &djust1r.ents once decisive range bands .:ire vnt0red . i.i[ht 

force actions are fast and furious , if the~, are decisiv e . 

Lines of Bearing . The side , mi ch aintains its own line 

of bearing more nearl;· normal to the bearing of the ene;;1v than 

the enemy .does , has the advantage of a less mean rel! ge; ;rcviding 

he r0alizes on it by conc(jntrating f ire on i;he nearest enemy 

ships , and , if artificial concentration is req_uired , divicles fire 

or neglects fire on the furthest enemy shi;_.ls , o th'.'J r tc.rnct oual

i ti es eq_ual . This applies to cruisers and destroyers as well as 

capital ships . It also applies to shi!)s in no regular far rm ti on , 

if we will define their line of b earinb as the alignment upon 

which the individual ships of the group or mass can form up the 

soonest . Plate 21 , Case I, shows this . Both sides have similar 
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formations but tJ1eir lines of bearinf are not norm.al to enemy 

bearing. BLUE' s line of bearinG is closer to normal to encm3' 

bearing . Both sides are concentratinc fire on nearest ship 

and dividing on furtherest . BLUE has the less mean ranee. 

Distance and Interval. The force of cruisers or &estro:-·ers 

whic:i maintain a the shorter distance, or is nore compact , ob

tains an advanta5 o of less I!lean range in the saue manner and 

for the same reasons as battlesb.ips . Fro:n. too g;,•cat c:. distance 

to isolation of units is but one of u.cgroo . The advantag,:.; of a 

more compact formation still holds . Compact farmc.tions also 

provide for mutual support a.nd more reo.dy l"rJ.c...neuvoriJlf, . In 

?lato 21, Case II, BLUE and ~3D have ti1Gir lines of bearin-€, 

normal to bearinG of uncmJ , and c.re di sp~Jsod similarly, except 

BLUE1 s group hus onc - holf the dist~nce bctweon ships . Both 

side s are conc,.mtro.ting fire on tho noarost en<3Iily ship and 

di vi ding on the furthcrGst . BLU:i!: hus the less mc<!n rr.nf;O . 

Target Obliqui_~. ThG f_ctor of tGrgct obli~uity comos 

into off Get only on ships carryinc.,; s id a a.rmor . Uno.r111or-.:d ships 

can gain no o.dv:into.ge by chG11.ging their t~rg,:;t obliquity . This 

elimino.tos dcstro:,.:irs from considcrc.tion under this h00.d . Of 

the cruisers , o.rmor is currie d o.s follows: 

N~. of Shi]2S Si6.o DL,ck 

BLlJE 8 CA 3 " 111 

2 CA 3 n 211 

6 CA .. 5 .. 21J25 

4 CL ,P 2 1i25 

10 CL 5 11 1 \1 5 

RED 9 CA 011 3" 

6 c~. O" 4" 

20 CL 511 l" 

1 CL ,., . 
0' ' Z" 

8 CL QH 3n 
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ORANG]: 8 CA 411 1•~25 

4 CA 1~5 1 i15 

12 CL 21~5 0" 

1 CL 211 o,r 

Generally speaking BLU:: cruisers carry more side armor than 

either RED or ORANG?.,, more deck armor than OK!!.:J"GE , and less 

deck armor than RED . RED cruisers as a rule go in for more 

deck a rmor than side armor ; while OTIAHC-J: seems undecided . These 

different policies result in makirl{; target obliqui t~r of vary

ing importance to the cruisers of the differen t nations. As 

a rule BLLE and ORAl~GE can obtain advantages b~r a judicious 

presentation of side armor , whereas RED can obtain no such ad

vantages except With his CL . \✓hen cruisers fi(.,ht capital ships 

there is practically no advantar e ·to be gained bj7 the cruiser 

in target obliquity. This is shown on plates 12 and 13 . The 

heavy guns of capital ships will pierce any cruiser armor at 

any obliquity and at most any effective range. Altho at ranges 

above 23 , 000 BLU3 CAs can get some advantage by presenting 45° 

target obliquity when fighting CR.ANGE or RED capital ships . 

TThen Bi.DE cruisers fight R::D or ORANGE cruisers , or destroyers , 

BLUE can obtain advantages from the target obliquities . n1en 

BLUE cruisers fight CA this ad van tabe is available below about 

23 , 000 yards roughly ; when fighting CLs , below 12,000 yards ; 

when fighting DL or DD , below 10 , 000 yards . OR.Al'JGE has ab~ut 

the same advanta~e s . R=D has none except for hiu CL , which are 

about the same as BLill's . This is roughly speaking . 

Changes of Course and Speed. r,'he. t is the effect of a firing 

cruiser or destroyer , or a target cruis0r or destroyer, changi.ng 

course while firing or under fire , other thincs beinb equal? 

Plate 22 shows calculations for one 0r,ki:i .. A versus one OMAHA. . 

Ship B maintains course and speed 28 knots . Ship A DB.in tains 

28 knots, but changes course as shown . Other things are ec,ual . 
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This is done at 11 , 000 yards ,:here side penetration occurs , and 

at 16,000 yards where it does not occur . A uses director lay 

a nd then pointer lay . At 16 , 000 yards , where target obliquity 

does not enter , with A using director lay , the ratio of A's fire 

effect to B's is practically not altered by any change of A's 

course of 90° or less, which i s completed in three minutes . 

However , if A uses pointer lay , the ratio 1n. ll suffer consider

ably as a result of changes of A' s course of 90° or less . For 

larger changes of course , over 90° , A suffers in an increasing 

am.oun t, unti 1 he changes 180° with pointer fire wt.en his fire 

effect is zero . If A ZiBzags 30° right an~ 30° left in 3 min

utes he suffers . But if he had raade a long zi gzag of, say, 30° 

to goo right in the first 3 minutes an d 30° to 90° left in the 

next 3 minutes , he would not suffer in relative fire effect . . 

When A is in a :range band where side penetration occurs the 

effect of target obliquity due to the change of course has more 

effect than the cha~e of course by itself when using director 

lay . This may improve matters for -~, or Flake t hem worse , de

pending on the target oblicuity at the beginning and the amount 

of turn. In the case considered on Plate 22 at 11 , 000 yards, A 

actually improved his relative fire effe0t by changing course 

90° to 30° , when using di rector lay . When usi nc, pointer lay he 

did not. 

Cruisers and destroyers , operating at hi6 h speed , pass 

through their changes of course relatively quic!<, thus reducing 

the penalty on the firing ship , if she is the one turning , be

cause she steadies on the new course sooner and her fire control 

is adjusted sooner . If the targe-c shi 1) is the one turning , the 

penalty on the firing ship is increased as the speed of the tar

get increases and as the range increases . Long zigzags up to 

90° , in cruiser or destroyer targets , when operating at high 

speed, can reduce the fire effect on them c onsiderably. This is 
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in addition to any raduc"tion due to lar6e rate of change of 

range . This v:as done in the Battle of .Jutland by crui~ers 

"chasing splashes" . ·rnen pointer fire is resorted. to by a 

turning ship , which occurs frenuently on cruisers a.1d destroyers , 

the :Penalty on t-"1.at ship is more for changin~ course than when 

using director fire . 

\.nat is the effect af changes of speed, ot.J1er things 

eq_ual? 

Plate 22 also shov·s ca lculations for one O! .... _'ik. versus one 

OUA.H.11. for changes of speed. Ship B .. 1ain tai ns course o0 and 

speed 24 . Ship A maintains course o0 and variec speed as shovm . 

Other factors are equal . If A increases or decreases speed 6 

knots voluntarily in 3 minutes and B continues at 24 knots , 

other factors equal , there is no ch.::.nce in the relative fire 

effects , unless the range is below 5000 yards v,hen B e,ains in 

relative f ire effect . Above 5000 yards the efiect of voluntar~r 

speed changes are independent of tt e ranfe . 1. cru isE.r or des

troyer may change speed voluntarily in 3 minutes 8 to 10 knots . 

But the size of the increment will not affect tne relative fire 

effect , except belOl/ 5000 yards . Below 5000 -raru.s the ship 

chan.:;ing speed will always lose in relative fire effect . If A 

loses 6 lmots due to damage from 24 1-:nots in 3 minutes , the 

ratio of fire effect is 70% for all ranges . In this case A 

suffers relatively about the same for all ranges . 

In other words , generally speaJ(in£ , a volu1 tary change of 

speed of firing cruiser or destro,·er will not affect the rela

tive fire effect at ranges above 5 , 000 7ards ; but wi 11 reo.uce the 

rela tive fire effect of trie changing ship at ranges belovr 5000 

yards and when the change of speed is due to damage at any 

range . A change of speed of less than 2 knots will not affect 

fire . If the change of speed were transmitted to the plotting 

room in time , it is probable that no change in relative fire 

would occur in any case . 
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( e) Summary of ":lays and Means . 

We may summarize the ways and rueans of attaining con

oen tration by the fire action of cruisers &nd destro~rers as 

follows :-

(1) Superiority of numbers of shiys is the most potent 

factor in attaining su:periori ty of fire . The follovring are ways 

and means of making numbers:-

r. Ways and Means Only Partially Under One ' s Own Control . 

These are important , but whether or not \-Ve can apply them will 

of ten depend on chance and on the fickleness of nature . The 

coup d'oeil of the commander is required to seize on them if 

possible . 

(2) When in ranges above 16 , 000 yards for c_;. and 

12 , 000 yards for CL , the C.A and CL that can iaintain own plane 

spot and deny plane spot to the enemy , will reap an advantage . 

The ship that can avoid local con~rol of gun fire has an advan

tage over one that cannot . 

(3) Considering fire action onl:r , the cruisers and 

destrover s, which have the leeward posi ticn , are generally in 

a position of advantage . 

NOTE : When under fire of heavy calibre guns , 
whose splashes come aboard, the leeward 
position may not be so advantaceous , 
particularly if a strong wind is blowing . 

(4) The cruisers and destro:rers that can steer a course 

to a~ oid unusual roll , pitch or yaw, will improve their fire 

eff eot . Yaw is worse than roll or pitch. Eo1:;_ £.nd pi tct~ are 

about equal in effect With director lay . TTi th 1)ointe;r lay roll 

is worse than pitch . The smaller the ship the wcrse the effect 

in these particulars. 

(5) The crC1isers and destroyers that can naneuver to .,, 

silhouette the eIJ.,~ray , or plaee the sun in his eyes , has an ad

vantage . Of th~ two sunglare will occur oftener . 
I 

I 

\ 
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( 6) All ships should be brought in t.o action simul

taneously and with full efi'ect at the earliest effective moment . 

Priority of effective fire is to be sought . 

(7) Cruisers and destroyers should avoid the penalties 

of enfilade , a11d whenever poss ible , those of surpri se fire . 

(8) Rates of change of range, over a.bout 700 yards a 

minute , reduce the fire effect of a firing ship . This reduction 

increases as the rate increases and as the ra..i,~ e increases . 

(9) There are favorable range bends to see} ant unfavor

able range bands to avoid . These can be ci. e termined by construct

ing "Fi@lting Stren[ th Comparison Curves11
• But we must beware 

of the limitation of these curves . Favorable ran6e bands result 

not only from relative fightill{; strengths but from available 

ammunition supply. 

( 10) In night firing chw1ce ple.-rs r.onstan tly and of ten 

decisively . Gunnery ex:p3 r tness and attem,ting to be superior 

in numbers at the points of contact are about ~-e onlv means 

Within one ' s control to gain concentration in fire action . 

Artificial illumination for gµn fire purposes is difficult to 

obtain , restricted in effectiveness , and may re&ct against one . 

II . Ways and Means Under One ' s Control . 

These are available for the use of the co1mnander of 

cruisers and destro~rers at will . 

( 11 ) Concentration of fire by cruis::rs and destro:,er-s 

is of ten useful to accelerate the rate of dest1 ucti on of the 

enemy's fire effect . natural concentration is advrui tageous , 

~rovided over concentration does not result . Over concentration 

probably ca n not occur below 4000 yards . A·>ove 4000 yards o,er 

concentration probably will result when more th~n J ships concen

trate on one . Artificial concentration by heavy 8 " cruis ers , if 

natura: concentration is not available , will be ~dvantngeous -

particular ly if ther0 are hard ::md soft tare,ets, or a less mean 

ranbe is available . hrtifici~l concentration i& genarolly innd-
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visable for light cruisers , destroyer leaders and destroyers , 

unless a decided less mean ranBe can be employed . When concen

trating , either natural or artificial , fire should be concen tratec 

on those ships where the rate of destruction o f the enemy fire 

effect will be the greatest . The rate of destruction of the 

enemy's fire effect generally will be graatest , other things 

equal, when we concentrate fire on the defensively weakest ship , 

and/ or the nearest ship , and/or tl1e ship havint the most enemy 

ships behind it in formation , and/or the sl1ij_) that is doing us 

the most harm . When artificial concentration is em.:.Jloyed , too 

many di Vided fires , or too many enemy ships in effective ra~e 

not under fire, are to be avoided. 

(12) In concentration of fire more than 3 ships on one 

target is to be avoided . 

(13) If possible , no cruiser should uiv.ide fire on more 

than two ships. The best ships on which to divide fire or 

neglect, otber things ecual, will be the furthest enemy ships , 

and/or the ships having the fewest enemy ships behind them in 

formation, and/or the ships that are doing us the least harm. 

Destroyers should not di vi de fire . 

(14) The formula, Rt equals FEt x FE~, is useful in 
Lt 

selecting targets on which to concentrate , or to divide fire , or 

to neglect . 

(15) Once fire has been established , it is disadvan

tageous , other things eg_ual , to shift fire to another target , if 

the new target is not adjacent , or a large change of range or 

bearing is involved, or the new target is on a materially dif

ferent course and speed from the old . 

(16) Cruisers and destroyers that can present a multi 

plicity of targets , i.e ., more targets than enemy can fire at 

simultaneously with out resorting to local control and more tar 

get s than the enemy can knock out in the time available , will 
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often accomplish their task \Jhere otherwise they would not . 

Ships confronted with a multiplicity of tarcets should establish 

the maximum rate of destruction as early as possible avoiding 

local control. 

(l?) With other thin&s e0ual and with about equa l forces 

engaged , it is vrobable tho.t the amot.1.nts of anununi tion carried 

will reouire cruisers to fi6 ht cruisers below 20 , 000 yards , and 

cruisers to fight destroyers and destroyers to fight destroyers 

under 1 0 , 000 yards , if decisions are sou@1t . Cruiser and des 

troyer a ctions are fast and furious if they are decisive. 

(18) Cruisers and destroyers , which have t~ eir forma 

tion line of bearing more nearly nonn.a l to the bear ing of the 

enemy tha n the enemy has and present a more compact formation , 

have the advantar e of a less 1ean range; E~Y.J.deA they realize 

on it bJ concentrating fire on the nearest ene1J1y ships and , if 

artificial concentration is req_uired, divide fir•e or ne6 l ect 

fire on the fur the re st enemy ships, other target qualities equal . 

(19) Other things e~ual , it is advantageous for 

cruisers and destro:rers to avoid isolation and dispersion . 

(20) Cruise rs , which present the mo.L,e favorable target 

obl iquity , have great advantages nhen. fighting heavy 8 11 cruisers 

below 23 , 000 yards , light cruisers below 12 , 000 yards , and des

troyers below 10 , 000 yards . RSD heavy cruisers have no such 

advantages .. 

(21) (a ) A steady course and speed is best for own fire 

effect , a s wel l as for the enen.w' s . 

(b) Neglecting the masking of e uns , at ranges 

where side penetration dces not occur, the relative fire effect 

of a cruiser or destroyer operating at high speed is probabl y 

not changed to any degree by change of course under about 90°. 

when using director lay. Hhen using pointer lay the relative 

fire ef fect is reduced steadily as the turn becorne s greater. 
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vThen the turn is over 90° in either case the relative fire 

effect of turning ship is reduced materially . At ranges where 

side penetration occurs the target obliquity will have more ef

fect than the turn per se when using director lay; when using 

pointer l ay the turn probably will have more effect to penalize 

thz turning ship . Long zigzags reduce the darn&ge on target 

ships - the more so as the speed and range increase. 

( c) Neglecting the ,nasking of guns, tor agcregate 

turns of 30° or less by the firing ship , when using director 

lay, or 10° or less when using pointer lay , and for net turns 

of 30° or less by the target, the relative fire effects will 

not be changed , except in ranges where side :penetration occurs 

when it will depend on the target obliq_uity. 

(d) Generally speaking , a voluntary change of 

S:!.Jeed by a firing cruiser or destroyer will not affect the rela

tive fire effect above 5000 yards . But all speed losses of more 

than 2 knots due to damage , or any speed change of more than 

2 lmots below 5000 yards, will reduce the rala ti ve fire effect 

of the changing ship . 

( f) Relative I:npor tance of the Way~ and Means . Hearly all 

fire factors increase in effect and the time for their applica

tion decreases , as the rarl{;e decreases . -;Jhen you fi[ht at ex

treme ranges you have more time to think and act thd11 when you 

fight at close ranges . Decisive cruiser and destroyer actions 

are fast and furious . You must be able to thin} and act fast . 

The fire action of cruisers and destroyers is complicated by the 

demands of torpedo fire . Adding the various factors of torpedo 

fire , which we will discuss in the next chapter , to those of 

gunfire , we find that the complexity o'!: a tactical situation 

for cruisers and destroyers is greater than for the Ba ttle Line . 

Even more so , each tactical situation of cruisers and destroyers 

merits its own solution . 
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However, by keeping these facts in mind, cm<l considering 

only the factors of gun fire I we may attem?t to arranGe the 

ways and means of gun fire for creating concentration in an 

order of importance , in the same manner as vrn did for the 

Battle Line , This may be used as a rough guide in determining 

their application . 

First 

Second 

Third 

Fourth 

Fifth 

Relative numbers . 

Target obliquity for cruisers ~Je l ow ~:: ,ooo yards 

when fightillG CA , below 12,000 yurds when fighting 

CL, and below J.0 , 000 yards when fighting DL or DD . 

Range bands and ammunition e.xpeL.di t·.lI'e . 

Lines of bearinb , compactness, and enfilade. 

Distribution of fire , se1ec"tion of targets , shiftins 

fire and multiplicity of targets . 

Siith Roll , pitch and yaw . 

Seventh - Plcl!le spot above 16 , 000 yards for CA and 12 , 000 yards 

far CL; top spot, local control a:r:d. priority of 

effective fire . 

3if,hth 

Ninth 

Tenth 

Changes of course and speed and rate of chanc;e of 

range . 

Sur prise fir e . 

Sunglare and silhouette . 

3:leventh - ·:eatner and leeward positions. 

Of the above the Fir st and Third shoul<: al,1t~ys have an 

important place in every battle plan . The Cecond, Fourth, Fifth 

and Eighth are largely under one's control and should enter into 

every battle plan . The Sixth, Seventh , i.-lint;1 , Tenth and Eleventh , 

while not always under one's control, should nevertheless be 

utilized to one's advantage menever possible . They should enter 

into a battle plan, dependin3 on the situ~tion . 
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CI~:El.~. I II _ 

_'J:11-IJLTORPEDO FIRE OF CRUISERS A!""D DESTRO Y.l!;RS --· - - - ---~·------- ---· 

( a) Tor:)edo Ar:·.1ari1ents. 

The follo~ing are the general characteristics of the tor

?edoes now ca~ried 03 cruisers and destroyers : -

~ S·.)~ed Rang~ 

A 26 ~,;:ts . 17 , 000 yds . 

B 28 :J 16 , 400 :1 

C 27 :1 13 , 500 ,, 

G ( 27 ;1 

(3L'. " 
(46 

15 , 000 ;1 

10 , 000 ;i 

6 , 000 :, 

Ty-)e A is carried on all ELU: light cruisers (CL) and on prac

tically all RED cruisers , destroyer leaders and destroyers . 

Ty-pe Bis carried on ORANGE cruisers . TY2_1e C is carried on all 

BLUE and ORANG: destroyers nou built. Type G is carried on BLUE 

heavy cru~sers (CA) , on all O~ANGE destroyer leaders , and on all 

BLU~ and or.AlxGZ destroyers yrojected. The 'ETI and O:AKGE cruis

ers carry from 8 to 12 tubes . ·-:n ca1~ries no reloads , OR.A:-GE 

two . B:WUE' s crl1.isers carry 6 tubes vii th 1 reload . Almost half 

of BLU:1 s heavy cruisers (CA) carry no torpedoes . In the 

destroyer ty-.9e R::D car ries 8 tubes with :10 reloads ; O?..AfTGE 

destroyer leaders 9 tubes gith a reload for about 1/3 of the 

tubes, O3.ANG~ destroyers 6 tubes a~d 1 reload; BLUE destroyers 

12 tubes and no reloads . Practically all tubes on cruisers and 

destroyers are deck tubes . On ~ractically all cruisers , tubes 

are not on the center line , but equally divided on the sides. 

On Rill) and ORAi'iG= destroyer lead.ers and destroyers all tubes 

are on the cen·ter line . On BLUE destroyers all tubes are 

div ided equally on the s i des , except on the few projected ones 

~hich are to have center line tubes . 
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The above inforr.1ation is the best available , ~)ut is tlOt 

certain . If we acceyi t it , it a:"l:)ears that 73:D and 0:'."".PTC-J: 

cruisers can deliver r.J.ore tor:>edoes in a salvo tha:i BLUE 

cruisers can . 0~1...:-m~ cruisers carr~, more tllan twice as n any 

torpedoes as B:.UE or ;:-,ED . B!.u--=: dest1~oye:rs can deliver about 

50,J u ore tor!?edoes i:n a salvo than ~1:::D or ORA:TGE destroyer 

leaders or destroyers can . _ts to the quality of tor,edoes on 

the basis of s)eed a~1d rffi1ge in a general action , O:R.tLY'"GE 

cruisers seem to be better armed than either R::D or BLUE 

cruisers , and the :lJ:D cruisers r,robe.bly better thffil the 3LUE 

cruisers; in destroyers 1CD is better ar:oed than either 07"'.ANGE 

or BLU] , ORAi?Gi and BLUE are about alike . 

The tor!)edo is often spolcen of as the ? ril!l.ary wea!)on of 

the destroyer . This is true when the destroyer is enca6ed in 

an attac!.;: on the ener.1.y Battle Line . ..,hen it is defe:~ding own 

Battle Line against a destroyer c:.ttacl~ the gun is unc1oubtedly 

the primary weapon . Normally the torpedo is the secondary 

wea:)on of the cruiser , coming after the gun . However , there 

~ill be occasions when the reverse is true . A cruiser force , 

which has cleared the way for a dest::..·oyer attack 011 the enemy 

Battle Line, may have favorable conditions for joining its 

tor?edo fire with that of the destroyers . At such times no 

cruiser weapon could be more im::_;ortant the.11 the tOI'}?edo . 3ut 

whether of primary in~ortaace or not , successful tor)edo gun

nery is ruled by the same factors oa cruisers as on destroyers . 

I11 the followii1g discussion we uill deal ITi th the ty-.9es 

of torpedoes now provided on cruisers and destroyers. 
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( 1 ) Tl1e Torpedo and the Q-u~l · P late 24 shows the tria:..1gle 

of torpedo fire . This triangl e is the basis of calculation , 

upon which all tori1edo fire is directed . The tor~1edo director 

is merely an instrument for quickly solving the triangle of 

torpedo fire . The known elenents of the triangle are the l ine 

of sight , the firin6 range and the speed and range of torpedo . 

The unln1owJ.1 eler.1e:1ts are the course and s~rned of the target . 

Gunfire has a similar triai.1gle , but witl1 the side TH , or run 

of Target Shil) , much less. This is shoi,7:1 by a co~~1arison of 

the fie:,ures giv en on P late 2~- . A further coml)ari son is in

t eresting . 'l1he tir.ie of flight o.f a torJedo rrith a run of 12 , 000 

yards is 12 .9 minutes for a 28 k:1ot tor)edo and 13 .8 minutes 

for a 26 knot torpedo . Durin.g this :,erioa. a target can go 

7 , 'f40 yards and 8 , 28G yards res~)ectively at 18 ~mots on a 

straight course , or can nake a radical change of course and 

speed and be over 12 , 500 yards from the :_1oint of intercept . 

Even uhen the target ship does not avoid the toryedoes by such 

a gre2t distance , the torJedoes' conya ratively slow SDeed , 

limited range and small nu::.1ber often :9en:ii t the target shtp to 

avoid them even when they are sighted fairly close , or to run 

away from them uhen they a·.,:_:;roach fro!".1 abaft the beaL1 . A .BLUE 

14a/45 gun has a ti::--ie of flight of 37-~; seco~1ds , at a mean ve

locity of about 1 , 220 lcnots ~)er how.· , at an effect i v_e range of 

23 , 000 yards ; as compared nit l1 the best to:-:9edo' s 12 .9 minutes 

at 28 lmots per hour a t a ruI1 of 12 , 000 yards. '11!1e gun has an 

e}:treme ra:.1ge of 33 , 000 yards as co:·~Jared. to 17 , 000 yards for 

the best tor11edo . Add to this the guj:J. ' s ability to fire a 

number of r angi:.1g shots a:..1d be s:oottecl on and still fire 75 to 

90 shots ·t;hereafter , as corJ:_:>ared ,;1i th no O~"') Ortu..1i ty or J rac 

ticabili ty for ranging shots or spotting a~d only 1 shot per 

tube for the tor~)edo . One bo.ttleshi '! can fire from 800 to 1200 
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heavy calibre shots in 1i1ai.:y successive salvos; a destroyer or 

cruiser 6 to 12 tor:;?edoes L1 one or two salvos , or a division 

of destroyeI·s or cruisers 24 to 48 t or~)edoes , or a squadron of 

destroyers only 153 tor::_)edoes . Fron all of this it is seen 

that , in 1~egard to accuracy a:1d ra:)idi ty of fire and ability 

for continuous hitting to a decision, the tor:::,edo as a weaJon 

is far inferior to the gun . :1l.1e cor-.9arat i ve gun:ier~r l) roblenis 

are not tmlE~e two enemies on horsebacl< - one armed vi i th one 

hand g~enade and the other with a rifle and a hundred cartridges . 

To conbat these i nherent def icienc ies is tLe ~)robler.1 of 

modern torpedo controi . A sreat deal of analysis , ex~)erimenta

tion , and mater ial i mprove:r1ent have been riade in tor:9edo control 

L1 the last ten years . .As a result ue r:1.ay say briefly that it 

is now believed that the best results are obtained in tor~edo 

fire by tlle use of salvo firiuG of r:J.aximur-1 volume with disyersion 

froL f a vorable firi:,.g ·)osi tions. Let us discuss t hese various 

factors . 

(2) Volume of ~ ire . Obviously, the chances of hitting will 

occur in direct proportion to the nunber of tor~edoes fired in 

a salvo , other factors beii.13 equal. In Yie\7 of this, rarely 

will a cruiser or destroyer te justified i n firing at any one 

time , when a decisive issue is joined, any less than the whole 

nl.lfilber of tubes on board . It has been said , and I thinx justly, 

that rarely will a destroyer unit be justified, nhen a decisive 

issue is joined, in engaGins in any other than one determined , 

fierce assault ~ith all torpedoes , actuated by the utoost per

severance in enemy destruction . Feints , threats and secondar y 

attacl·:s , designed to influence the ener.1y' s mind. and action ad

versely aild i ::volving the firing of a feTT tor)edoes and a re

tirement , violate the best toryedo gunnery ::1ractice and :1.ay be 

counted on to result in TIO hits . If a feint or threat is ever 

atter.1J:)ted , just as good results :)robably uill result by firing 

no torpedoes and dejending o~ the cruiser ' s or destroye7 ' s po

sition and action outside of _sun range to affect the ene::-1y in 

this way. 
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i.Ioweve1: , the conduct of ,;mr camiot be governed by set rules . 

Opportunities will be r:et of i:.ijuring tl'e ener,iy by the fire of 

one or two tor~edoes without jeo,ardizinG the success of the 

General ?la:1 - such as the a)yearance of an ener.1y subr.iarine , 

light craft , or a ship of inferior military value close aboard . 

· ihether such an ex~1eadi ture of tor:>edoes \?ill be justified or 

not will de)e1:c. on the tr,"'.ined jud5D1en t of the offic ~r concerned , 

the necessity of furt~1ering the General :~lan , a,:id the importance 

of injuring the ei1e1:1y to the utmost . The ~nimary mi ssion of 

the destroyer , a:id oft en of the cruise1· , is to join its offensive 

poner with that of its ovm Battl e LL1e in the decisive issue in 

time . If this issue is i raminent or probable , torJedoes should 

be reserved for that occasion . 

(3) Firing ?ositions . 7 iri~G ) Ositions are located by the 

target angl e and the firing range . 

A target_ angl e v1ill serve best to::-9edo fire nhen it is such 

as to : -

(a) best per~it t~e to~Jedoes of a salvo to make as 

many actual hits as yossible , 

( b) best :1er::.ii t the to1··1edoes of a salvo to reach as 

l a rge a Jercentage of the entire length of the 

target selected as JOssible , and 

( c) best perui t the great est errors in assuned enem~r 

course and sJeed, or the greatest c~ances in 

enemy cou:cse and s~1eed after t or:•1edoes are fired , 

and still :;?err.it then to reach and hit the target i:.r':len 

fired in a salvo . 

The target angle r1hich Jrobably will make the ·wst actual hits , 

if the torpedoes ·will reacl1 and the enemy ~.oes not naneuver , is 

\?here a closed tar.:;et is l)resented . This nill de:_:>end on the 

eneri1y' s formation and v1ill be a different target a:.1.gle for each 
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The target angle where the tor2)edoes will 

reach the best is o0 , or dead ahead . The tarset ancle which 

"TTill reach and hit the best , in sJite of errors in sight bar 

course and s1)eed or of enemy maneuvers , is somevrhere near 

where the t r ack angle is 90° . It may be stated , without im

portant inaccuracies, with reference to any target - singl e 

shiy or a .i.1y for::1ation or group of shi~) s , that the single tarset 

angl e i.1hich best ueet s all of the above conditions is the angle 

whose tangent is the tor:)edo s!)eed divided by the enemy speea. , 

or nhich g ives a tract a~1gle of 900 . r.rhis is for a single 

salvo . ··!hen a i1ur.1ber of destroyers or cruisers in formation 

are firing a-.. ~)ro:;(irJately simultaneously , t his uill be fulfilled 

practically nhen the middle firing shi~) is on the bow of the 

middle ship of t he target an o.ngle = tan- 1 St . This target Se 
angle is shown m:: ~'late 25 . 

Fir: in_g_ _Jang e • T~e distinction betneen Firi~B Jange , 

:rfecti ve ~ange and ?.anse of Tor:9edo should be rer10r11.bered . The 

I' iring =-tange is the distance from the firing shi::_:, to the target 

shi) at the instant of firing . The ~ffect ive P.ange of a tor

l)edo , when fired at a 1)articular target shi:.:' on a-;:iy ,articular 

target angl e , is the :-.ia:::iri1um firing range at nhich that tor

,edo can be fireC ~nd just reach the target ship if the target 

ship continues at its i:.iitial course and s::_)eed. The =-'a!1ge of 

Torpedo is the total distance a torpedo runs , at not less than 

its designed sl)eed . These a r-e the practical definitions . They 

are illustrated on ? late 2f:. . -,i th tar~et angles so that the 

target shi, is co~tinually a~Jroaching the firing position, 

t he Zffecti ve :la;·1ses are greater than the :-'an.::;e of the Torpedo . 

rr1 th other ta:i'.'get angles the ::::;ffecti ve :~anges are less than the 

!'.anGe of the Tor:::iedo . For e~mu:9le , uheD the target ship is 

headins directly for the fi r i ~g ~osition the Effective ~ange 

is greatest , a.:.:ld v1hen heading directly a.nay the ::ffective :-,ang~ is 
least . 
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The Effective Range de:)ends on the target angle, the Rru15e of 

the Torpedo , the speed of the torpedo and the speed of the 

target ship . Plate 26 shows the Effective Ranges at all target 

angles , ~ith the target ship at speed 18 , for all types of 

tor9edoes carried by cruisers and destroyers . 

It is , therefore , ap:9arent tllat the Firinc; Range should 

never exceed the Effective Range . For practical purposes it 

should be considerably l ess than the Effective 3ange , in order 

to allow for errors in sight bar enemy course and speed and 

changes therein after firing . The shorter the range the less 

the run ~f torpedo and, consequently , the less opportunity 

the enemy has to maneuver to avoid the toryedo , and the denser 

the salvo in many cases . The Firing Range should be as short 

as possible . How short this is, is difficult to say when 

ap~roaching under gunfire. Just how far , for example , a 

destroyer can go in and not get sunk before firing its tor~edoes 

cannot be determined by fixed rules. One guide for destroyers 

sometimes is advocated of continuing the aJproach until the en

emy shells are falling r egularly and his fire is begiffi1ing to 

be effective . 

·1e may summarize by saying that the best firing ~)osi t ion , 

other things equal , is v1here the middle ship of a firing unit 
- 1 

is at the target angle = tan St on the middle shiy of the tar-
Se 

get , i . e . , where the track angle is 90°, and at the shortest 

practicable firing range within effective range . However , the 

accomplishment of a timely , coucentrated and coordinated 

attaclt on the right target w-i th many torpedoes in salvo at the 

shortest practicabl e firing range within erfective range is 

more important than the attainment of an ideal firing position . 

(4) 3hemy Course and Speed. The accuracy of the solution 

of the problem of torpedo fire depends on the accuracy of the 

determination of the enemy ouurse and speed. This is a problem 
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not only in tor~edo fire , but also i n 0unfire . But in toryedo 

fi r e the great time of fligllt malces it of greater importance . 

No satisfactor y means for de·termining enemy course and 

speed within destroyers and cruisers for puryoses of toryedo 

fire has yet been devised . Larger ships are much better fitted 

for this purpose, and isolated ships and aircraft may have 

good o,yortuniti es of observing and reporting such data . A f l ow 

of im,ortant information of the enemy throughout a general action 

is of utmost imi)Ortance to all types of ships . Good tactical 

scouting often may remedy this defect in torJedo control . 

It is believed that errors in the assur.ied enemy course and 

speed can best be corrected by intelligent methods of salvo 

fi r ing with dis:9ersio11 . The efficacy of a single salvo of given 

dis?ersion in minimizing the errors of sight bar course and 

speed will depend on the firing position attained, both as re

gards target angle and firing range . The nearer to the best 

target ai.1gle and the short er the range the more efficient the 

salvo will be in this respect . 

It is believed that the best sight bar course and speed to 

set on a director, or to use on the maneuver board , Tiill gener

ally be the best estimate that can be obtained of the enemy 

course and speed at the i !lstant of firing . By this means we 

l eave to the salvo dispersion the e~euy's changes of course and 

speed§ 

(5) Salvo F_iring . Firing by salvo , gllich involves the 

firing of a number of torpedoes from a single firing ship ap

proximately simultaneousl y, should be the nor~~ial method of 

torpedo fire . An ideal salvo:-

( a) will Jermi t as many torpedoes as :9ossi ble to hit , 

(b) will permit as many ships of the target selected 

as possible to be hit , and 
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( c ) TTill permit as mru1y tor:1edoes as 11ossi ble to hit 

as many ships as possible , irres:1ective of the 

target ' s maneuver to avoid them or errors i n 

sight bar course and speed . 

]tor as mai.1y tor1)edoes as :possible to hit , the salvo must be .9-ense . 

For many shi)s of the target to be hit the salvo must be wide 

as vrnll as dens~ . To hit , irres~1ect i ve of the target ' s r.:aneuver 

or e:rrors in sight bar course and syeed , the salvo r.1ust be ~id~. 

The elements of width and density are incompatible . No 

single salvo , embodying ideal width and ideal density at the 

same time , can be designed . I'he problem is not susceptible of 

mathematical sol ution . A compromise between width and density 

is requir ed. ·ahen we remember that target angle , firing range , 

vol wne of fire , length and character of t2rget for:·.:.a t ion anc. 

nwnber of firing units - all coi1s:9ire to COHl)licate the ):cobl em, 

we readil y can see that this is the case . -,e might attem9t a 

compronise JY saying that if the target is free to maneuver , a 

wide disj_)ersion is desirable . This would be the case i n an un

su,:.;,orted attacl;: . If t he target is J1ot free to 1:1aneuver , a 

dense sal vo is preferable . This would be the case when the tar

get is under fire of own battle line and we give the e:aemy the 

choice betueen the harmful effects of maneuver and certaii.1 heavy 

damage from torpedoes. But such a rule is difficult to appl y . 

Another nethod of coru]?romise is to select a single dispersion 

angl e and use it on all occasions . This will be required , if 

our necha11ical gear Jrecludes easil y shiftiilg t he dis,ersion 

angle . The tendency now in the fleet is to use a standard dis

persion angl e for a l l occasious . This angle is 20° to 22° for 

a single firing-ship . 

':Jhil e these o.:te the difficulties in a single salvo , it is 

readily seen that ideal width aild density is a~proached by the 

simultaneous fire of a nur;1b€>.r of salvos from many firing tmits 

from widely different directions at the same target . ~·atters 
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are im1)roved. also if a :1oi:nt of air;~ tovmrd the cent er of the 

enemy formation is selected, as enem~,r shi)s , otl1er thail those 

aimed at , may then be struck if a turn i s executed by the eneray . 

To illustrate width and density , let us examine two salvos -

one leaning raore to density and the other to ~idth . 

On Pl ate 27 we have the simplest way of firing salvos , 

where 4. destroyers ii.1 for;·.iation fire 6 Ty-.9e C tor2_)edoes each on 

one broadside , each destroyer directing all 6 of his toryedoes 

at one particular target ship , uithout the a~~lication of 

s,read. The 4 destroyers fire at 4 adjacent target shi ,s -

destroyer speed 30 knots , target speed 18 , firing ?eriod 30 

seconds. ', ith tlle target angle and firing range shmm, the 

dis~Ars~on (or width) wil l be 18 00 yards at 7000 yards run 

and 2100 yards at 13,000 yards run . This will give an average 

density of 1 ever y 163 yards at 7000 yards run and 1 every 

190 yards at 13,000 yards run. ·11th target shil)S 200 yards 

long , many ships within the limits of the yattern at any run 

of torpedo will be l1i t unless they ::-.1aneuver i:ndi vi dually . 

If they maneuver in concert to avoid the salvo entirely, they 

must turn at least 80° toVJard , or 50° away . These r esults, of 

course , change as the target angle and firing range changes . 

On Plate 21 the target angle is close to the ideal . As the 

firing range decreases the density gets better . 3ut there is 

not much difference as the dis}ersion angle is onl y 3° . This 

salvo is strong on density , but suffers in width . 

On ? late 28 we have the sane 4 destroyers firing in the 

same r e l ative position, but they are usi ng a recently ~roJosed 

met hod of salvo firing . This method uses curved fire ahead 

(or virtual straight fi re), each shiy selecting individual 

target ships in the l eading half of t h e enemy formation . Gyros 

are set to g ive a dispersion angle of about 4° between tor

pedoes when one broadside is fired and 2° when both broadsides 
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are fired si~1ultaneousl y . This gives a salvo disyersion angle 

from each destroyer of 20° or 22° . The salvos are bodily offset 

toward the target I s rear an ai1gle varying 1-7i th the target angle . 

In this case it is 10° . This is ~1redete1~ni ned and given in a 

table. If the target angle is abaft the beam of the target , 

or is oo , no such offset is used . Using t ~is method under the 

conditions shown on ~late 28 , we notice that the disJersion 

at 7000 yards run is 5200 yards as compared with 1800 yards by 

the previous r,1ethod , and 8900 yards at 13,000 yards run ~s 

compared 1;-1i th 2100 yards by the previons ~1ethod . The result

ing density is 1 every 473 yards at 7000 yards and one every 

809 yards at 13 , 000 yards , as cor.:ipared with 163 yards and 190 

yards res,ectively. Ships 200 yards lo.1g may steam through 

such a salvo and may be missed conpletely, ~articularly if they 

can see the torpedo TTakes in time for i ndividual maneuver. If 

they naneuver in concert to avoid the salvo cor.:ipletely , they 

will have to turn toward at least 120° or away 600 , as con

pared with 80° and 50° respectively in the ~revious method. 

As the firing range decreases, the density by this method gets 

better . To obtain as good a deilsity as t he first method the 

torpedo run must be no r.10:re than 2000 yards. This salvo 

catches much greater errors in sight bar e:i1emy course and speed 

and much wider chai1ges of eneny course and s:peed than the :pr e

vious one. It is weak on density , but strong on width . 

In both cases the density , as uell as the width , is im

proved as the numbel"' of firing uni ts inc r eases and the target 

angles are more numerous and more varied , providing all salvos 

are directed at the same target at about the same time. This 

also tends to give a criss- cross pattern which is hard to avoid 

once the sa_lvo area is entered . Plates 29 and 32 show a squad

ron using these two methods . It is seen that the density and 

widt h are improved in both cases . 
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These two cases are shotm not to yrove one @ethod better 

than the other, but merely to illustrate width and density and 

the difficulty of embodying both requireruents :tn one salvo . 

The only conclusion that seems justified is that 11 arely 

should a dispersion angle in excess of 20° be used from any one 

firing ship and one much smaller is often better . It :ts be

l ieved that a dispersion angle of 10° is a good average for 

all conditions , when measured from the firing shiy as the apex 

and all toryedoes are fired . 

? late 33 shows the lar6est and best controlled destroyer 

torpedo attack made during the world ·Jar . 31 torpedoes were 

fired at the British Battle Line by 13 German destroyers in 

two salvos . These two salvos were f i11 ed alr'1os t simultaneously, 

from good target angles and at firing 11 anges within effective 

range . The disyersion angles, as measured from a single firing 

destroyer, were about 131° i n one case and 9° in the other . 

About 42~ of the torJedoes fired Jassed through the target 

formation , but unfortunately the density was not MOUgh . It 

averaged about 1 torpedo to 500 yds. in one salvo and 1 to 

200 yds. in the other . All target shiJs maneuvered clear by 

individual action. No hits i.1ere 1iiade . 

( 6 ) Selection of Tctrget •. Considering the general action , 

it is obvious that the best tar:et for cruisers and destroyers 

to select is the same tarset that the Battle Line has, viz . 

the enemy Battle Line . This naturally results from the l)rin

ciple of concentration - the creation of suJerior 11omentum at 

one vital place in time , The time generally will be during the 

battle line action , preferably early other things equal . 
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rle may sUli1r·:.arize the ways and means of attaining concentra

tion by means of torJedo fire by cruisers and destroyers as fol 

lows : -

(1 ) In the general action the target of torpedo fire for 

cruisers and destroyers Generally shoul d be in the e:1er.1y Battle 

Line - preferably in the same )art at the sar,1e time, in coordi 

nation ,;1ith own Battle Line . 

(2) The volune of fire usually should be all tor)edoes , 

fired as nearly simultaneously as possible . 

(3) The ideal firing position is where the middle shi9 of a 

firing unit is on the bow of the middl e ship of the target an 

angle = tan-1 Tor pedo Sneed, i . e ., where the track angle is 
Tar Get Speed 

90° ; and where the firing range is the shortest possibl e within 

effect ive range . However , the accomplishment of a timely, con

centrated and coordinated attacl~ on the enemy Batt l e Line uith 

many torpedoes in salvos at the shortest Jracticable. range 

within effective range is more important than the attainme:.1t of 

an ideal firing 9osit i on . 

(4) The best sight bar eneny course and s9eed is generally 

the best assumed course and s~eed that th~ eneray is on at the 

instant of fi r ing. ~rror s in sight bar course and speed and 

n1aneuvers of the target after f irinG are allm1ed for best 'by 

salvo fi ring with dis,ersion. 

(5) Both wi dth and density should be considered in design

ing a salvo of toryedoes - uidth to cover errors of sight bar 

course and speed and target maneuvers , density to insure hits 

1.1hen the ener.1y enters the salvo :1attern. A dispersion angle 

for a singl e firing shiy greater than 20° is seldom justified -

one much l ess is often bette.:..· . 10° is ::>robably a good .::.verage 

for all conditiOilS when firine; all torpedoes . The dispersion 

angl e in these cases is considered as measured fro~ an apex 

at the fi ring shi y . An approach to the ideal in salvo firing 
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will be made by the simultaneous fire of a number of salvos 

from many firins untts from widely different directions . A 

')Oint of aim toward the center of the enemy formation , or group , 

or an offset to accoraplish the same result is nearly always 

advanta:;eous . 



CRUISERS _,&1'TI) D~_T_Ror_ns 1:- _DJ"EI-s3 OF THE.BATTLE LINE. 

If the Battle Line could conduct its action with the enemy 

Battle Line free from the threat of tor:-;iedo att_ack , a great 

gain in liberty of decision and action would r esult . Such 

liberty of decision and action in the Battle Line might ~ell 

be decisive . Let us investigate the :)ossibili ties of guarantee

ing to the Battle Line this liberty of action. 

(a) Battle Line Defendin..&. Itself 5t;_ainst Surface Torpedo Attack. 

:n the first l)lace , \7hat can t he Battle Line its elf do in 

this r espect? Granted that it does not wish to maneuver , what 

can the Battle Line guns do touard defeating a destroyer attack? 

?late 34- shows the effect of BLUE Battle Line guns against 

12 ORANG~ destroyers (DD) approaching the Batt l e Line on colli

sion courses on various target angl es. BL speed 18 l':ts . DD 

speed 30 lets . The approximately concentric curves are the loci 

for the different percentages of damage resulting from ap

proaching on different target angles . The single elli~_)tical 

curve is the locus of all ,oints where the torpedo firing 

range will give a 25j; over- run . A firing range greater than 

this probably would be ineffective in practice . The torpedoes 

are Type G-- 27 knots , 15 , 000 yards range . If we assume that 

a destroyer attack is defeated nhen the destroyers are damaged 

75;~, or 505; if ue chosse , it is readily seen to what extent an 

approach by 12 DD will be successful coming in on the various 

taTget angles . Accordin0 to the TTar College Rules a shiJ 

darnc3:ged 707~ from. gun fire loses all its deck tubes; 50~; it 

l oses one~half its deck tubes . An ORANGJ: destroyer damaged 

50~~ can have only from 1-} to 2 torpedoes run . In Figure A, 
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where the main batteries of 3 DDs 4re firing , it will be seen 

that in a;;,:9roaches f ori,ard of target angl es of 75° and 84° 

the mai n battery guns of 3 BB ca;,1;,1ot damage the destroyers 

50~0 and 75~~ res~)ecti vely before they can fire at fir i ng ranges 

that will permit· the torpedoes to reach . ..tbaft t llese target 

angles the 1:1ain batteries can defee.t the attack in time . The 

fire of only :5 B:Bs against only one squadron and only one com

bination of speeds (18 and 30 ) uere considered. It seems a 

fair assumption that r arely ca.:n nore than 3 BLUE BBs direct 

their mai n batter y fire at destroyers , nit hout compromis ing 

their act i on with the enemy Battle Line . It , therefor e , is 

conservative to say that , exceyt for ayproaches abaft a target 

angl e of about 80° ,* the available main battery of the Battle 

Line i n a general action cannot stop a destroyer attack in 

time . If mor e than one destroyer squadron is ap:)roachi ng, the 

situation for the BBs is sti l l worse . 

Using the saine method in Figure B, TThere the entire second

ary battery of 9. BBs is em::_)loyed on one destroyer squadron 

whi le the main batteries are engaging the eneny otherwise , it 

is seen that , except for ayJroaches abaft a target angle of 

about 130°f the entire secondary battery is unable to stop 

one destroyer squadron in tiille . 

In these diagrains the destroyers were assUDed to close on 

a collision course with the tarset . For practical purposes 

this is the quickest ~ay for cruisers or destroyers to r each 

effective range from any given :point . This appl ies equal ly 

when the destroyers plan to close to the shortest yracticable 

::::-a11ge , or to a l)redetennined r enge Hithin effective range . A 

colli sion course also gives . f or all practical pur poses the 

gr eatest rate of change of ra:1ge and t he least time under fire 

from the Battl e Line or a shi? i nt erposed. 

*This considers all practicable combinations of sp Qed . 
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From the above ~e ~ay sa1~ly co~clude that the ~attle 

Lirre guns b~r ther.sel ves can:· ot be relied on to stop a destroyer 

at tacl-: in time in a genercl e11Gae emei1t. Let us see nor:r rlhat 

cruisers and destroyers can do in this respect . 

( b) Defense by Crl!_is~_rs fu7.d_ Destrqye:cs agagist Surface Tor

·.)edo Att_ack. 

(1) ~ight Cruisers defe~dinc ~ainst destroyer lea~~rs 

or destroyers . :.;:n ?late 35 we have a Battle Line of 4 BLUE 

DB , standing on course ~iest at 18 !:nots , engaging the enemy 

Bettle Li:1e . J...n attacking force of 1 ORA:TGE CL and 12 ORANGE 

Oboros (DL) a:iproach from any yoint at 30 lmots on a collision 

course Tiith the Dattle Line . The curve A 3 C ~ E Fis t~e 

locus of all points having a torpedo firing range Tihich will 

give~ 25% over- run . If the DL can be sto::_)ped before they 

reach this curve , their attack is defeated . The beetle 

shaJed curve ~T G Ii I J IC i, I · 0 P is the locus of all :::,oints 

upo!1 \7hich inter:)osin.; cruisers can be stationed and just 

damage the attaclcing force 70 by the time it reaches the 

curve ABC DEF, if it is brought under fire initially at 

aoout 15 , 000 yds . The attackinc., force, a~Jyroaching between 

target angles e0 and 60° and betueen 120° and 180° , if they 

stee~ a collision cou~se , can only b~ing their bow gu:.1s into 

action against the interposing cruisers . As the attacking 

force is assumed to use one of the BLU:: co;:1pact squadron for

mations , only the CL and 2/3 of the DL can fire . The cruisers 

are assumed to have broadsicle fire in all cases. 1/hen the 

a9proach is made between 60° and 120° target r ngles, the at 

tacking force can bring the broadsides of the CL and 2/..3 of 

the DL against the i3terposin6 cruise~s . In the arc o0 to 

60° 4 Omahas are req_uired to sto:) the attacl: in time; in the 

arc 6J 0 to 120° 6 Omahas are required; and in the arc 120° 
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to 18 0° 3 Omahas are required . It is seen t hat the arc 60° 

to 120° requires the most shiJs to defend; the arc o0 to 60° 

requires fe1.1er ships but they 1;mst be stationed at much greater 

distances from the Batt l e Line ; and the arc 120° to 180° re

quires t l1e fer1est ships and they can be close to the Battle Line . 

On Plate 35 for ~ractical ::_)Uryoses , we can com1ect the 

points N and ii and H and E: . This chaages our 11beetle· to a 

for the different t ~rpes of tor~edoes ; for different speeds, 

formations a:1d mnnbers of shiys of the Battle Line; and for 

different l: incl.s and spee(s of attacl:i::-3 c1estroyers anc. different 

lrinc1s of defe11cting c~-uisers . If ~e v1ill assULle , as cm1.stants , 

that the Battle :.,ine will alwa~rs be in some for1i1ation in which the 

battleship di visions each co:1sist of 4 battleshil)s in col umn , 

which is a :9:1roximat ely t he case in all our standard battle for

mat i ons , that the defendins cruisers are Omahas , and the attack

ing force are ORANG~ dest~oyer leaders approaching at 30 knots , 

we can rect.uce the variables to ty-9es of tor1)edoes a:nd si)eed.s 

of the Battle :r_,ine . Plate 36 shows ;1apj?les" for a_j_fferent 

syeeds of Battle Line, consisting of 4 Bis i n columh , where the 

attackinG force uses TYJ.Je G torl)ec.oes . Plate 37 shons na11ples1
i 

foi- 4. BBs in colur:111 at a cons"i:;ant s~)eed of 1 Q knots, but with the 

four different tyj_J_es of tor:9ea.oes carrie<ii. by BLUE, RZD and 

ORAKGLJ cruisers and destroyers . 3y fairi2g out the curves as 

shoun on :?l ate 37 in dotted lines a110. by ~Jl acinc; a Battle Line 

sJeed. scale as shovn.1 , we can co:1struct a ternplate nhich readily 

wil l permit us to lay off quickly on the moori~g boar& the best 

positions for interyiosinG Omahas to defend a Battle Line of any 

nUID.ber of shi!)S, iil any standard batt l e formation , at any s)eea. , 

a~d against any· torpedo carried by cruisers and •-"..estroyers . Such 



a terr.Jlate is shorm on ~?late 38 . :Cor refere·-ice it might be 

called an ·'a:i>)l e card; . The pre.ctical use of the na_:l)le cara_:1 

is exJlained thereon . 

If the· speed of the DLs varies fror:i 30 l:ts . the only 

practical effect on the .;apyle card:1 will be to increase or 

decrease the arc nithin which t : e DLs can use their broadside 

glli.ls while a))roachii.1G on a collision course . For any B.L . 

sr:eed l ess than o:1e-half of the DL speed, the DLs cannot obtain 

broadside fire 011 a collision course . As t:1e B .L. and Dl 

speeds ap9roach each ot~cr above the ratio} , the arc where the 

DLs can have 1Jroadside fire 11idens , until the tviO speeds are 

equal \7hen the a:rc is 30° to 180°. Therefore the ·apple card" 

still ap~lies for yractical yur~oses ~rovidinG we change the 

ratio table so that 6 Or.1ahas are req_uired to stoy 13 :>Ls betueen 

target angles 30° to 120° . If the DLs, to obtain broadside 

fire , do not close on a collision course , the ·a9~1le card·1 

and ;1rc.t io table·: still hold for :)ractical ~mr poses , because 

the DL must take longer to close to firing ranges and therefore 

give the cruisers longer to stoD them. 

If the Omahas , by interposing on a station, indicated by 

the 11a3>:ple card·1
, can stop the e..ttaclc of the n:::..s , the Battle 

Line has freedora of action in ell respects , except for a turn 

toward the attaclcing DLs. In this case the defending cruisers 

will be too close in to stop the attack in time . This is par

ticularly so if the turn leads tor,ard the enemy Battle Line , 

where the cruisers may be throm1 u~der fire of the enemy Battle 

Line in atter1~)ti:15 to lceep the destr oyers off in time . Exce:ot 

fo r a change of course toward the attacking destroyers , the 

Battle Line may :)e:-tform any battle maneuver , such as re- deploy

ment, or change of battle fornation by division columns right 

or left , without fear . If the Battle Line or any part , should 

change course toward the attacl-;:i:16 des·trove:·s , the defending 
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cruisers must as a rule get out further . T!1is is readily shown 

by the use of the noorine, board and the ;1a::;i::_:,le"ca1nd • This is 

illustrated oi1 }?late 39 . On this ~)late a Battle Line of 12 BB , 

originally in :Battle ro1,...!1atio11 ,._,ero changes to Battle Fornation 

30° to::mrd enemy Battle ! ... ine . If the inter11osed cruisers are on 

the oriGir!.al •1am?le : e.t a tal,Get angle of 17°, they need not 

change their s·i;at10:1 when the f2.ttle Li:nc c):i0.:1ges to Battle t'or

mation 30° right. If t:1e:,:- a l,e inter~)osed to the left of this 

Joint on the original ;1a·)::_:i1e :1 , they ::.1ay fall bacl( to the segJT1ent 

NHL . If they are to the right of a te.rset an0le of 17° , they 

must go out further froD the o;:-igine.l ;1a:.;>}~l e ·1 to the segment 

H I J I~. If the ene11.y Battle Line is 25 , 000 yards from own 

Battle Line at ~oints Q, ~ or S , the nearest dista~ces the 

cruisers may be to the :Joints Q,, TI end s on the orie;inal -tayplen 

are 1 4 , 000 , 1 6 , 000, and 19 , 000 yards respectively. If they 

must go to the i'!ei:J •1a::_J:9le" , these distances become 9~.00 , llL!.00 

and 15000 yards res::,1ect i vely - about f!.500 yards nearer . 'lhen 

the Battle Line is heading dil'ectly for the attac:~ing destroyers 

the distance the cruisers should be out from tb.e leading 'Jatt le

ship is O B, or O'H , which are eq_ual. Thts c.istance is a lways 

the greatest 6.istance in the ·1al):)le:1:,. All other distances get 

smaller as the target angle increases tonard the stBrn. So , 

any change of Battle Line course , or any cha~1.ge ii.1 form.at ion 

that t hrows any part of the Battle Liae , tm1arcl the destroyers 

rec uires the cruisers to go furtller out . In r.1any cases, 

however , this may not be so ouch as to ~rohibit the maneuver , 

as the cruisers may have time to gain their nev7 ste.tion . The 

use of the mooring board and the ·1a~):9le card·1 will answer 

readily such questions. 
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( 2 ) ~ight or heavy cruisers defending against_l_ight or 

heav_:y _cruisers resvectivel]L. ~1emy CL or CA standi11g in toward 

our Battle Line Jrobably have one , or all, of three tas~s ; viz ., 

to attack our Battle Line ~ith torpedoes , or to clear a TTay our 

cruisers which are O1)posed to the enemy destroyer attaclc , or to 

stop our tor:9edo attack . To defend a~a.inst the latte1.~ will 

be considered under Covering O~erations in Chapter v , where 

it will be seen that cr uisers inter1)osing between enemy 

cruisers and our Battle Line are initially in the best l)Osition 

to cover our 0.estroyer attack . After tl1at the cruisers must 

decide which to cover - the battle line or the DD . If our 

destroyers attack from near our Battle Line , uhich is believed 

to be best , our own cruisers interposing between them and the 

eneliiy cruisers , will in most cases also cover the Battle Line . 

In the other two cases it is believed that our cruisers 

can best defeat a cruiser torpedo attaclc on our Battle Line 

and an attacl-: on our other cruisers , by :cee:_1ing in'Geryosed 

beti-,een the ener.iy cruisers and the head of our Battle Line . 

In covering a ~D attack the dis·Gance for the cruisers to go 

out will depe::id on how far out it is necessary to go to inter

pose . 'I'he attacl:ins destroy-ers wiihl ofte:.1 go beyond the 

.iapple ;; . If so , there the cove1~ing cruisers r.mst go also . 

But in defending a3ainst cruiser attack on our Battle Line , 

or on our other cruisers , our mm cruisers need not go beyond 

the :1apple:: more than 2000 to ~.000 yards . 

If we will dr~.',7 an •1ap:9l e·1 about 4_00 0 yards beyond the 

··aylJle"' of the type of tor:::i edo carried by enemy cruisers , we 

wi ll have a locus f or our cruisers opposed to them. If our 

cruisers will keep on t his locus and kee~ interposed bet~een 

enemy cruisers and the head of our Battle Line , they should be 
' 

able to bring the eneny cruisers under sufficient fire to 
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prevent then reachinG effective tor~edo range , or interfering 

with our other cruisers which are op~1osed to the enemy n:, or 

DD . Thi s , of course, nill require equal or su)erior force 

on the part of !bur cruisers . 

( 3) The ar<Gregate __ effect of_ cruis~.!"_~_a_nd destJ; . .O..Y§?_~s_ in 

defense agains t surface toruedo attack . In the basic cal cu-

lations for the curves given yreviously , Be have dealt only 

with 12 Oboras ( 1 2 DL) l ed by 1 OPA:'\l"GE CL . It too!: 6 Onahas 

to stop this force in tine nhen the Oboras a)Jroached in a 

BLITT standarcl attack formation 1,,i th a tar::;et a:ngle between 

30° and 120~ where they had broadside fire . Usine:, this as 

a yard stick we ca::i ap:proxir.18.te the number of Ouahas (or their 

equivalent) nee essary to stop a:1y size attacl,: , ~)rovidinG the 

Omahas ( or their equivalent) follow the rule of a l ways l:ee~;ing 

interposed between the attackins force and m·m Battle :.,1ne and 

occu:)y a ~1osi tion on the ;1ayple • For exanple : ff:.,:JE has 16 CA, 

10 CL a..Ld about 95 D~ built or building nhich would be available , 

and can build 2 - 10 , 000 ton 8;1 cruisers and 7 - 10, 000 ton 6,; 

cruisers . This is the BLU:Z: treaty fleet rninus soL1e destroyers 

vrh i ch are :,.10t considered availabl e . o::.A:.\JG:S has 12 C.'\ , 13 CL , 

24 D:., and 53 D:J built o:r building ai1d can build 4- - 9000 ton 

6·· cruisers . This is the OJAFG::::: treaty fleet . ::'or defeating 

1 O~.ANG:: CL a:id 12 n:. , 6 Ouahas , or 3 - 10 , 000 ton 6;1 cruisers , 

are required . On this basis and usi:1g other equivalents ,1here 

required , DLUE can def eat the 6 CL , 2L!. DL and 53 DD of the 

03.AfJG3 destroyer force with t he following BLUE units :-

_ ___ BLUE 

1 0 Omahas 

7 CL(lO, OOOTi 

1 CA 

28 :m 

OR.4..i.TGE 

2 CL , 20 DL 

4 CL , 4 D!.. , 2 5 DD 

5 DD 

__ : _ ___________ 1..9.. _:J:J 

6 CL , 24- DL , 49 DD 
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-Ji th 4 OTl!~m:.: DD acting us ,1e..11e c;uards this accounts for 

all of the destroyer force . This could be inter~)reted to 

mecn that BLUE ' s 10 Cr:10.has, 7 - 10000 ton 611 cruisers , 1 h eavy 

cruiser , and 28 destroyers can insure freedom of rr1aneuver 

of the BLUE Battle Line , exce:9t for turns torrard the attacl.:ing 

force , against all ORANG~ DL and DD and t heir CL l eaders . This 

l eaves 17 BLUE CA to t alce care of 12 o:";AfJG:: CA and 11 ORANG~ 

CL - a big job , but not ir1rpossible if condj_ttons are favorable 

for BLU::,: . BLU::: still has left 67 BLTJE DD for a.ttaclc or other 

desirable ?Urpose s . In li~e limnner , we c~~ est i~ate the pos

sibilities of defense for any combination of cruisers o.nd de-

( c) Def ense by Destroyers _a..&_aj.nst SubHarine At taclc. 

90,~ of RED and 707; of 0:1.AlJGJ; sub;i1arines are armed with 

TY}_1e G variable speed torpedoes . The r enainder m.·e a n-;1ed with 

Type F (35 kt . - 3500 yard) tor~edoes t The Type G torp edo can 

be adjusted quickly to a range of 15 , 000 yards at 27 knots , or 

10,000 yards a t 34 lcnot s , or 6000 yards at 46 knots . j _s the 

submarine s c an:J.ot fire more than t']. to 8 tor~Jedoes in a salvo, 

the resultins density is so thin t h&.t rarely will a subr•:ar i ne 

use,. any other than the highest s:9eed - shortest range setting. 

On ? l ate 40 a ::e sho~: tlle e ffective ra:ise r.1inus 25',J loci for 

the Typa G lligl1 s:;?eed and the Type F tor:c,edo , rrhen fired to 

hit a colurnn of four battleships , steamins at 12 knots to 19 

knot s . Sub,11arines nust get ni thiu t hese loci in order to reach 

with the ir torpedoes with a 25~J overrun . Assumin; that a sub

ma1·ine will subrne1'r;e :.·ather than :>ermi t itself to be sighted 

on the surface , we can draw a circl e with radius e Qual to 

visibility r ange , from the bat t leships , or from the A.S . screen , 

or from the light forces on the flanks or in the c enter , within 

which circle all hostile subnarines will b e subnerged. The 

range at which a subI:rJ.arine on the surface can be recognized_ as 

such is assuned to be 7 miles froB e. _l ar.::;e or i n t e::-media-t;e 
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sized vessel , or 6 i.li l es from a liGht cruiser or destroyer . A 

subme1~geo. subr.iarine can 10t 1~.alce rJOre than 10 1.-:not s to 10 . 5 knots 

subLJ.erged. . I:1 one hour this s~)eed will run its battery c'lom1 to 

sucl1 a~ extent that i t will have to use a much less speerl from 

t hen on . For o. submarine , attenptins an attaclc on a Battle Line, 

7 ln1ots submerged si)eed i s a good ave1·a6 e . ·:1th Battle Line 

speeds of ac.vai1ce ran(:,illG fror~ 12 lcnots to 19 !cnot s, there is 

a larae arc of bearin:~s fror which the subnari:ie ca:1!"ot reach a 

firing position . The limitin6 bearin:; betueen t l1e areas , where 

a submarine can reach firinc., )Osition and uhere it cannot , is 

that tar6et a~16 le from nhich t he1·e is onl y one collision course . 

That course is at right ansles to t he bearin& of the tar 6et fro~ 

the subna rine ; or sin O (ta1get an0 le) equal s ~ub-!E')ee d 
targei: speed 

For a submarine SlJeec'. of 7 lmots and a tar5et speed of 12 , 15, 

17 and 19 knots , this value of the limiting tarset angl e is 

35:-0
, 28° , 24° and 22° resi)ectivel:r . If we \Jill use the out

side and inside l imits of 35.;_,.o amd 22° and drav1 them tangent 

to vthe effective rane:;e loci , we will have the diagram shown 

on ? late 40 . 

This mea:is that a sub~,iergea submari:.:e , in order to be 

abl e to attack the tarcet (T), which maintains a stoacl..y course 

north at speeds betr,een 12 and 19 1-::nots , must be in the acute 

angle betrreen lines A':: ru1C: CD . This area is e.bout the i 1a::imum. 

It will be smaller as the tarGet s~Jeed i·~c::::-eases , a.lld a lso if 

the submarine uses a TY9e F instead of a I;fl)e G torpedo . Of 

COlli.'se , a subr.iarine , armed vri th a 'ry:_)e G tor::_)eclo , fin dins it

self outside of thi s area , mi :;ht use a slower speed setting on 

its torpedoes . It could use as l ou as 27 l:nots , uh i ch would 

5 i ve 15 , 000 yarci.s ranGe and )e1 .... 1i t the subnarine to fire ni thin 

the effective range locus of a destroyer . This uould &ive 

a bout 3 times the effective range . However this would not 

increase much the danGerous a r ea outside of the effective 

~anse locus; and the chance of hittin s woul d not be Great 

due to lou densi t y of cal ve . 
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As the division column of three or four battleships is the 

uni t of maneuver and forL1ation, it is easy to lay off quickly 

on the mooring board a diaGram, showing dangerous submarine 

areas for any standard forrnation, if we have a basic diagram 

similar to ? late 40 . ?late 23 is such a basic diagram. On 

? late 41 ue have done this for Battle Line Cruising Formation 

No . 3 of 13 battleships on course ~ 1orth , speed 19 la10t s . 

Let us now conside1~ the defense of a Battl e Line against 

submarine attack . The rn.ost da;:-1.gerous area is in i rnnediate 

proximity to the battle line, ·•,i thin the effective range locus. 

If we had enough destroyers , arranged so that every spot inside 

the effective range locus uas within 1300 yards of e destroyer 

with A. S . lookouts , the submarille probably would. be seen . But 

she mi ght bet her shots off even then, if she had prepared her 

firins data outside the effe'cti ve range locus , and then taken 

one loolc and fired immediately uhen 1.1j_ thin range . How accurate 

such shootin_s v,ould be is i1roblematical. L!l.Y uay ui th destroyers 

so arranged , we have yrobably doI'-e a ll Tie can . 

:·1ate 41 shows an inner and outer A. S . scree~1 , used TTi th 

Battle Line Jruisi:1c; :iTormation :Fo . 3, arrar-.ged in ac. cordance 

u i th :1General Tactical L1struct ions 1924;1
• Three destroyer 

squadrons (39 destroyers) have been used . It will be noted 

that so far as Type F torpedoes are concerned, the screen is 

prob ably effective . 2ut for TyJ;>e G tor)edoes the screen is 

not effective . IIost of the 3..i:D and ORANGE sulJlilarines carry 

Type G torpedoes . The increase in the ra11~e of subwarine 

tor:_)edoes from the 3' to the G ty-;?e has made our stande.rd A.S. 

screens in the :;General Tact ical Instructions·; out of date. 

The only lmoun effective reuedy in this area within the effective 

range locus is to increase the number of destroyers in the screen . 

Airc :-... aft might be considered 1;1ere it not for their inability to 

frustrate the firing of torpedoes , even if they should sight 

the submarine inside this a1~ea . The dema:1d for nore destroyers 

for this ::;,u:;_,:9ose , conbined with the decreasing nunber of de-
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stroyers in the fleet presents a problem. How can a large 

nurnber of destroyers - perhads as many as four squadrons - be 

assigned to the A.S . screen during an approach wi thout unduly 

sacrificing the essential offensive qual ity of the destroyer 

for attaclcine; the enemy Battle Line when the battle joins? 

It is belj_eved that this l)roble:m can be solved , if we will 

accept as a fact that effective apyroaches for destroyer attacks 

on the enemy Battl e Line can and should be begun much nearer to 

our o~n Battle Line than has been the practice heretofore . If 

this is accepted , then we uill not only gain more destroyers 

for the A.S. screen , but we gill enhance their offensive yower . 

By stationing destroyers near the Battle Line, both in the 

al)proach and in battle , we will a l so give to then much greater 

ease and flexibility of maneuver in retaining assigned yositions 

~ith reference to the maneuverinG Battle Line . Shifts of axis, 

re- deployments , changes of fleet course , \7ill be easier for the 

destroyers , if they are near the center of movement. Such a 

disposition will also give to the O. T.C. a better control of 

the destroyers. In the next chapter an analysis will arrive 

at the conclusion that the best target angles, from which to 

start an a::_):9roach to attacl-: the enemy Battle Line , lie betvreen 

50° and 80° . This being so, all destroyers in the A.S . screen 

are habitually near suitable positions from uhich to launch 

attacks - much nearer than positions 15 , 000 to 20,000 yards in 

the van and some other uidely extended :9ositions that have been 

proposed and used heretofore . As a matter of fact , it is 

believed that , exceyt for those destroyers which are sent to 

strengthen defensive cruiser operations for,1ard of the beam, 

all destroyers should be ke?t near the Battle Line both in the 

a~proach and after the deployment prior to destroyer attack . 

This , ordinarily, will give a.ople destroyer strength for the 

A.S. screen as well as raa::::imur.1 attack po~er in a good posit ion 

of readiness . 



Such being the case another destroyer squadron should be 

placed further out still in ?late 41; and perha~s , the 

dista";.1Ces bet~rnen L1dividual destroyers i :.icreased . In Plate 4.1 

the outer A. S. screen is about 2000 yarts beyond the inner 

screen . This could probably be inc:i.~eased to 2500 ya:cds without 

loss of practical efficiency. iL.'1other squac"',ron 2500 yarcl.s 

beyond the outer screen TTould reach to the Ty-pe G locus. This 

would g ive a total of four squadrons in the A.S. screen. 1Ul 

of this would force any subma1~ine, that is in a )Osi tion to hit , 

to fire in the illidst of destroyerst which would be from close 

aboard to 1300 yards a~ay. It would be a gamble for the 

submarine to enter such a screen. 

On Plate 42 a four squao.ron A.S . screen f'or the apyroach is 

shovm. The Battle Line is steaning at 19 knots . On signal to 

deploy the O.T.C. can send any number of these four squadrons into 

the attack )Osition , retaininc the reror inder in the A. S. scTeen . 

It is now believed that , while the Battle ~ine is f iring , it 

is not goo d to have destroyers in the line of fire - not only 

because of the danger to them but also on account of their smoke 

and gas . I n :i:late 42 two attack squadrons are ordered to 

the van and 2 squadrons to the A. s. screen . The diagram on 

t he right shows the disyosition ordered . The two attack sqcadron 

( I c~ II) can assemble ready for approach i n the position 

shown in 25 minutes at 30 lets . This is the time for the last 

destroyer to join up . A good sized attack force will be ready 

liluch sooner . The entire disposition can be completed in 45 

minutes if the advaDced 1/2 Desron III goes to its position 

via the une11:,a5ed side . All a.estro1rers after the de::.:,l oymen t are 

still within the effective Type G torpedo range locus for A.S. 

purposes , a:i.1d the attaclc squadrons are approxirnat;ely in the be st 
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a 1proach position for attacl: o:_1 the e11eri1y Battle Line . Of course 

the enemy Batt l e Line may not be on a course exactly ~1arallel to 

own Battle Line course , so that target angles may not be as 

shown. But ~ith bood tactics the line of bearing of the enen1y 

Battle Line wil l be lcept norm.al to bearL1g of own Battle Line . 

So the tar3et a.~gles as shom1 aTe probably as close as they can 

be anticipated . The tno attack souadrons are 6000 yards ahead 

of the l eading battleship . They can , of course , uork forward 

as much as 18000 yards and st ill be in a favorable o.:9i1roach area . 

This vroul d take about 30 minutes longer at 30 2.-:ts . They can also 

be vrorlced out toward the e:.1.erw . 

:r the at ·~ack squadrons are not in the A .S. screen during 

the ay::_)roach , but in a l)Os ition say 20 , 000 yards in the van 

(position A) , it will require t hem about 16 Llinutes longer at 

30 kts t o get into the favorable attack position (position B) 

upon the de:9l oyment shomi , and much :}.onger if a de:"Jloyu1ent on 

course a1aay from the eneny is o:;.~dered •• They may be driven to 

the other flank nhich might not be desired . Tllis is an ir.:i.-

portant point . For there a:e so1.1e apJraach JOsitions for 

destroyers f:rom Tihich it is c.ll'.'lost impracticable for them to 

obtain de:9loyment stations that area.ta distance from the 

B.L . The time from positions A to Bin ~late 42 at 30 kts ., 

~ith Bl making 19 kts , is 41 Plinutes ; to position 20000 yds . 

in the van on a deployment 90° to right , isl hour - an almost 

prohi bitive time . 

:n these partiC'\11..ar discussions a "Jattl0 Line r.1axirnum speed 

of l ] lets was assllliled i I, order to illustrate the nost difficult 

conditions for the destroyers . i.'.B.ny factors will tend to re

duce the Battle Line speed belo~ 19 kts. Often such a high 

speed of the Battle Line is not only unattainable liut disad

vantageous . A deliberate sloning of the Battle Line is some

t i mes advantageous to perrr..it the re- allignment of the cruisers 

2nd destroyers both in the a):-_1roach and batt l e . AJ1y Battle Line 
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speed below 19 kts will shorten the times given previously in 

this discussion . 

This arrangement of destroyers , or something similar , is 

probably the best we can do in the Llost dangerous area, - i . e . , 

inside the effective range locus. ?or the dangerous area outside 

(Plate 41), the best proba0ly that can be done is to endeavor 

to l ocate the submarines and warn the Battle Line so that it 

can maneuver clear . ::i th our destroyers used up, aircraft sug

gest themselves . They are r,.ore efficient than destroyers in 

locaj ing submerged submarines. Their effectiveness, however, 

will depend on the depth and clarity of the water , the nature 

of the bott om, the condition of the surface , the light effect 

and the altitude and relative position of the plane. Aircraft 

should be out far enouGh to enable the Battle Line to cet the 

narning i n time to maneuver clear of the ayproaching submarine . 

This means that an area out to 20 , 000 yards should be covered . 

The ··dangerous area:7 hatched on Plate 41 is useful only so long 

as the batt l e line maintains course ar1d s9eed . In avoiding a 

submarine , reported in the hatched area , the Battle Line need 

only turn enough to throw the sub out of the hatched area . 

But in so <k ,ing it may drmry other submarines into the hatched 

area. For this. reason the aircraft should extend their patrol 

beyond the hatched area to cover locations that the hatched 

area may occupy , - resulting from :;;,robable changes of Battle Line 

course . This means an air ~atrol ~ill be required almost com

pletely around the Battle Line , but with attention concentrated 

in the current dangerous area . 

( d) Defen~~JlY.. Destroyers _an;ainst A_]Jcraft Torpedo Attack. 

,Aircraft tor:pedo attaclrn differ from other forms of 

torpedo attack on the Battle Line by being quiclcly and equally 

effective from any direction. 7nile the to1·pedo itself must be 

launched within the effective range locus, yet the relative 
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speed of the aircraft malces this possible by an apyroach from 

any direction . A torpedo plane going 100 1.J.10ts and a Battle 

Line goL1g 19 lcnots gives a rua:::imur,1 rate of a:i;_proach of 119 kts . 

and a minimum rate of 81 kno·i:; s . If 1.1e assume 15 , 000 yards as 

the i.naxi nur:1 range at which the air:plane can be brought under 

fire , in the first case it \"fill be under fire only 3 minutes and 

in the latter case 5 minutes . This difference is not sufficient 

to influence greatly the directioh from which the airpl ane will 

approach . Therefore , there ts little a :aattle :..ine can do by 

maneuver to avoid tor)edoes being launched at it from the air . 

However , the aircraft r:ust l aunch its tor~1edo uithin the 

effective range locus ; and after it is launched it performs 

the same as any other tor~edo. 

If. the launching of the tor~:rndo can be frustrated vii th 

its effective range locus tl1e attack can be defeated. For this 

purpose the A.S. screen described before is well placed to 

defeat any tyiJe of tor~)edo uhich is believed to be carried now 

by aircraft . Four s quadrons in an A.S. screen cover about 2500 

yards beyond the effective range locus of a TYi)e F tor:1eco , 

which is the type R::3) and ORA..'N'GE ai:ccraft carry. Tor.9ecl.o ~) l anes 

must fly low to fi:-ce . They r.!ust Get close to the uater in the 

midst of the A. S. screen . If t:1e screen is a1·,;1ed TTi th • 50 

calibre machine guns , it should be difficult for tor:9edo ~)lanes 

to launch their torpedoes successfully. 

'11or:pedo planes not only are l' eq_uired to fly l ow uhen fi ring 

but also during the last portion of the approach . Al1y destroyer 

or cruiser outside the effective range locus may also be in 

DOsition to attack the 9 l aues; but the destroyers and cruisers 

are too ferr in number, the rate of a~proach is too high a~d 

the selected directions of a):11roach can be from too many di -
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rections , to Jermit specially stationinc surface craft for 

this ::_)urpose . 

How to insure or assist effectively, by means of cruisers 

and destroyers , the defeat of bo:1bing at-tac::s on the battle 

line from the air is not lcno\?!l - •)articularly dive bombing 

attac~:s.., So far as our prese~t 1~1owledge Goes A.A. guns on all 

such c:.•aft are undoubtedly advisable . Sr.iolce is sor,1etines 

suGgested , but so fa~ as our e)Q')erience goes to date , it is 

thought not to be ::;,articularly effective . ::?erha)s r11ore 

ex::1erie1:ce 'iii th srao!::e is n~eded . 

( e ) s~)ecial Defensive_':i;'Yye of _Vessel . 

Under the Treaty of :..ondon the follo· 1inG s,ecial tyyes 

of combatant surface naval vessels are exe~9t from limitation :

(a) .A:.i.1y of 600 toils aud under . 

( b) Any exceedi~1g 600 tons, but not exceeding 2000 

tons, :•)rovided they have none of the follm7int; cha:cacteristics : -

( 1) I1ount a gu.i., above 6.1 inch . 

( 2) I iount more than four guns above 3 inch. 

(3) .Are desisned or fitted to launch tor:9edoes . 

( 4) A.i"e designed for a speea. .:;reater than 20 l:ts. 

· Ti t hin these 1 imi tat ioi1s t~r_-;es of shiJs can 1)c designed and built 

\7hich can be ca2_;able of relieviP_; destrovers of nan~r anti - sub

marine aud anti- air defensive duties . The General Board is 

co::isidering the design of such shi:.,s . 
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e · .ay su.uarize uho.t ue have sc:.ir of c:;:-uise1·s a;.:d 

dest::..·oyers L1 (lef e\_se of the :Gat.:; le Li!1e, as follo:;s : -

( 1 ) J".; is 1:ot safe to j.'el~r 0·1 the Battle Line c;uns 

alone to sto:? e. destroyer attacl.:: i :1 time rr;1en the Bc.ttle Line 

is eq~ased uit:.~ tl1e eneruy battle line . :Sattlc Line c;uns are 

most effective nhea used against destroyer attacks abaft the 

bean - availa.1)le :Jain battery guns a:..e not e.1fective genere.lly 

for·mrd of a tu:.·.:;et angle of 80° and seco1-dary batteries for

\~rd of about 130° . 

(2) o·iahas (or their equivalent) can sto:;> (i:-flict 

7.0,.J dar-.a.3e) Ol_ G:::: 0001·a ( :JL) attac·:s ( o:.: their _;unfire eQ_ui va

lent) befo1.·e t 11ey can fire tori)edoes to reach tte Ono.has ' 

Battle l,j_ne , if t·_ey rill inter::_)ose 1)et~rner: the Batt l e Li·:B and 

the attackinc O'Joro.s e.t a !·.1ini:•n.:r distance fron the leac.e:· of 

the 1c~tle =..i•1e as shm-m on the na9~)le ca~cc1·1 and open fire 

at not les r.: than 15000 yds ; and the Qj,lahas are in the ratio 

of ,:. Or::ahas to 1~) O'boras i:1 tar~ et anc,les 0° to 30° , or 6 Onahas 

to 13 Oboras i:1 tar Ve-:; c1nGles 30° to 120° , or 3 Ona.has to 

13 Oboras in tarGet ~~sles 120° to 130° . ~he safe rule is 6 

Omahas to 13 Obo::o.s i;.1 ta:::..·:;et e.nf,les for-ra1~d of 120° , and 3 

01mhas t o 13 O~oras in tarbet a:~les ebaft 120° . 

( 3) Other c:_ or C~~, iu cq_ual or su:,1erior strength , can 

best defeat the enemy ' s CL or CJ .. , r1hether tr.Ley intend to fire 

to:r_1edoes at tt.e 3c.ttle LL:e or to clea:: the uay fo~c their ovrn 

the attackinG CL or CA at a distance from the Battle Line as 

at·~.ac:.,:ing c:.. or CA ·11us 2000 to .: 000 yards . 

( 4_) · o sub:,ierged sub:1arine ca;,1 at·i;o.c~- eff ecti vel~r a 

3attle Line un.less it j_s \Ti thin the da:1-:,-ei- area , const~:-t~cted 

sir.1ila:rly to that 011 _-late .'rl . Conve:tscl~· , a Battle Lir:e 

nhich :2aneuv-e:.·s to :)lace subnerged sub1·1e.ri 11es ot1tside of this 
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area , is practically innune from attack . To i-mrn the Battle 

Line of.the pr esence of submerged submarines , an air patrol 

completely around and out as far as 20,000 yards may be useful . 

( 5) Destroyers , arned v,i th depth charges and so 

disJosed that they cover the area uithin the effective range 

locus of the 46 knot 6000 yard torpedo with a 25% overrun and 

are within about 1300 yards of every spot therein , and patrol 

their stations 400 yards each side , will probably frustrate a 

submarine attack. To do this will require four squadrons 

(52 DD) for a three or four division Battle Line . Destroyers 

so assigned can be made available in a short time for attack 

on the enemy Battle Line from the most favorable positions 

from which to approach . 

(6) An effective A. S . screen of destroyers if proper ly 

armed also probably will be effective agai nst air torpedo 

attack. It probably will not be advisable as a general rule , 

in the approach or battle , to es,ecially station additional 

surface craft to deny other air attack . But all cruisers and 

destroyers should be armed with A. A. guns to fire on all enemy 

air craft . 

(7) During the apyroach and battle prior to attack on 

enemy Battl e Line , when cruiser strength is am,1e to stop enemy 

cruiser and destroyer attacks , it is probable that all de

stroyers should be kept near the Battle Line , not only for A.S . 

and A. A. defense but also to conserve their maximum attack 

power in the best ,osition of readiness . 

(8) Hith a defense as indicated in (2) and (3) above , 

the Battle Line may make any :ianeuver it chooses uithout fear 

of torpedo hits from surface craft , as long as it does not head 

more nearly toward the at t acl:inG torpedo craft nor :?laces any 

part of Battle Line nearer to the torpedo craft . The :ia~?ple 

card·1 and mooring board Hill show the :i.)Ossi bili ties in this 

res::_Ject . 
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A Battle Line ? rotected by an A. S . screen and air 

patrol as described in (4) , (5) and (6) above , may be considered 

free to maneuver ia the aJproach or in battle . 

Cruisers and destro_yers-1- def endin_g__ against surface tor-oedo 

attach, keeu _inter~Jos ed a nd at a _ di.stance from Battle Line ?lOJ~. 

less and ve£_y little more _than shorn b_y_ n AnJ?le Card·' . 
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CH.APT311 V 

CRUI3ERS AbTD D3STROYERS ATTACKING :EN:ii:J,IT BATTLE LINE. 

-..·ve have now discussed the elements of cruiser and destroyer 

action in a general engageuent , as regards GUDfire , torpedo fire 

and defensive dispositions . 'le come now to the subject of cru

isers and destroyers in the attack on the enemy Battle Line . 

i7hen should they attack? What should be their line of approach? 

iihat formations should they use? What should be the action of 

the covering forces? 

(a) The time to Attack . 

The timeliness of a destroyer attack on the enemy Battle 

Line in a general engagement is an element of pri me importance . 

It is probably true that effective coordination of a destroyer 

attack in point of time with the action of ~he Battle Line is 

more important than isolated effectiveness . F or in a general 

engagement torpedoes hitting when the Battle Line guns are also 

hitting gives a greater impetus to the accumulating momentum, 

~hich is the essence of concentration, than a sinilar or some

what greater number hi ttinf at some other time . A man can stand 

a number of blows , each ten minutes apart , better than the same 

or a fewer number of blows hittinc; si 1J1ultaneously . 

The time of attack is a matter of prop~r coordination 

with the Battle Line . The officer in most cases best fitted 

to deter mine this is the O.T . C. He should provide for this 

in his battle plan , or by direct order. The O.T.C. will be 

influenced in this respect by t he type of action he intends 

to fi ght, by the necessity of adeQuate Battle Line support 

fo:i..~ his attacking destro::rers which probably cannot occur at 

Battle Line ranges much over 21 , 000 yards , and by t h e relative 

strength of his Battle Line &nd his cruisers and destroy ers . 

Often his Battle Line will be sui)e rior to t he. t of the enemy , 

when the role of the cruisers and destroyer s i11ay be defensive 
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primarily , in order to ins.ire liberty uf action of the superior 

Battle Line . At other times the Battle Line may be inferior , 

or the enemy's light forces may be inferior , so that the O.T . C. 

may choose an offensive role for his cruisers and destroyers 

primarily. In the former case the O.T. O. may reserve for his 

own volition the time of the destroyer attack. In the l a tter 

case he may direct the commander of the cruisers and destroyers 

to attack when adeouate Battle Line support is seen to exist or 

a favorable opportunity arises . If the time of attack is lef t 

to the destroyer commander , this officer should be influenced 

by the same considerations that vrould influence the O. T.C. , i. e ., 

how best to coordinate the destroyer attack with the Battle Line . 

In any case , the time of the attack in a general action 

will always be determined properly by the re la ti ons existing 

bet\.een the Ba ttle Line and the destroyers , rather than by con

ditions Within the destroyers thernsel ves . For "'this reason, 

ideal approach directions, ideal firing positions , ideal destroy

er formations and other theoretically best conditions for the 

destroyers themselves must g ive way to the needs of coordination 

with the Battle Line . When the order to attack arrives on your 

destroyer it means to attack at once from wherever you are . 

(b) The Line of Approa~h . 

( 1) Course . To attack at once fror.1 wherever ~rou are r:ieans to 

~et to torpedo effective raW::;e as soon as possible. The mooring 

bos.rd will show that , for pr...:..ctical pur:poses , the quickest way 

for cruisers and destroyers to reach torpedo effective r ange , or 

a multiple of it , from any given ~oint is to close the target on 

a collision course . This applies equally for closing to the 

shortest practicable firing range , or to an~, predetermined firing 

range within effective range . A collision course also gives , for 

all practical purposes , the greatest rate of chanGe of range , the 

least time under fire from the enemy Battle Line or enemy light 
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forces interposed, and it holds any favorable target angle at

tained . The disadvantage of a collision course lies in the 

fact that it perpetuates an initially poor target an5le . But 

this , as a rule , cannot be improved without reverting to courses 

that may prevent closing to the shortest possible firing range , 

or may increase the time under fire prohibitively . Theoretical

ly , there are courses that permit closing to predetermined 

ranges and to predetermined positions quiclcer t."1an a collision 

course , but their defect lies in the fact that enemy action may 

prohibit attaining such theoretical positions and for practical 

purposes the gain in time is not great. See Plate 43. If we 

seek a general rule, we may say that generally a collision 

course is the best go get to torpedo effective range the quick

est , and should be followed if possible . 

(2) Target ~ngle from which to begin Approach . Of course, 

there are favorable and unfavorable target angles from which 

to approach . These can be det~rmined by consideration of the 

destroyer's task and the obstacles in his way . His task is to 

place the maximu..m number of torpedoes into the enemy Battle 

Line as soon as possible after the order to attack . The ob

stacles in his way are the effect of the target's course and 

speed and the enemy's defensive measures . 

The effect of the target vs course and speed and the fire 

action of the target itself , which is always present in some 

degree , make approaches in target angles abaft the target's 

beam always unfavorable. Forw&rd of the target's beam suf 

ficient fire effect of the tarGet itself practically disappears 

as the bow is approached (Plate 34) and the efficacy of the 

target's course and speed in defense is reduced . Were these 

the only obstacles to consider, i. e., there Here no light force 

defensive present , an approach from dead ahead would bring the 

destroyers to effective firing range , or a multiple of it, or 
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to an:r predetermined firing range , in the quickest time . See 

Plate 43. 

If a predetermi ned firinB position , i. e . , a predetermined 

firing target angle and firing range , were sought , the best 

target angle (8' ) from which to approach to arrive in the q_uick

est time is that given by the following formula , where 6 is the 

target angle and r is the range at which it is desired to fire , 

m is the range from the target where the approach is begun, and 

n is the ratio of destroJ~r speed over tar~et speed . 

tan o<. = 

Q m - nr 
tan 2 (1 - m ~ nr) - - - - (1) 

l + m - nr tan 2 e 
m + nr 2 

sin (e' _ o() = sinr/ - - - - - - (2) 
n 

For 
_ - 1 St 2? . 

g - tan Se (Se) , which we have learned in Chapter 

I II is the best value of 9 in which to fire , and with a firing 

range of 6000 yards ( r) ' the Yalues of g, 
' 

where m is 20 , 000 

yards and 30 , 000 yards and is 30 30 25 and 
25 

are as fol -n 20 , 15 20 15, 
' 

lOYiTS :-
m 

n 20 . 000 30 000 

30 261-0 
2 19° 

20 

30 33o 24.1.0 ,:! 

15 

25 24-:l..0 -2 18° 
20 

25 31° 22½0 
15 

If the best firing posi ti ou , i . e. , the best target angle 

combined with the shortest firine; ran6 e which can be attained , 

is desired , the n the approach should begin at this target angle 

and it should be held by a collision course . From Chapter III 

we found that the best firing position is where the tra ck angle 

is about 90° at the shortest possible range . 

when the target angl e is tan -l Jor:pedo spee~ 
Target speed • 

This will resul t 

The fo 11 owing 

tabl e shows the value of this angle nhen met in practice . 
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Torpedo speed Target speed 
12 15 18 21 

26 k . 65° 60° 55° 51° 

27 k. 66° 61° 56° 52° 

28 k . 67° 62° 57° 53° 

So we must agree that , granted t here are no light force s 

to interfere , the best tar&e t angles from which to begin an 

a pproach lie between o 0 and about 70° . The approaches begun 

at o 0 and nea:r. that have the decided disadva ntage of making it 

difficult to obtain a favorable firing tar~et angle, even though 

desired firing ranges may be attained quicker . Favorable firing 

positions, whim combine favorable target anc;le with favorable 

firing range, can be a ttained ~uicker by a,proache s begun fur

ther aft , i . e ., somewhere between 20° and ?0°. 

\\!'hen the enemy light for ces come into the picture the 

situation changes . Approac:1es begun sharp on the enemy bow 

are practically eliminated , because of the great initial dis

tance out , to which the destroyers are forced , to k eep out of 

e,un range until time to attack . This g rea·~ di stan ce makes im

possible proper coordination ,_,i th own Battle Line , as well as 

requiring difficult positions to attain. Let us assume that 

the enemy light forces will lceep interposed between their Bat

tle Line and our destroyers aud at a di stance out from their 

Battle Line as shown by the ·1apple card·' . This is believed to 

be the best defensive di s posi ti on that they can use . 

In Plate 34 we saw that t he Battle Line itself , using 

availaole turret guns, can def eat a destro:;er sq_uadron , before 

it can reach a practicable firi ng r a ngG, whenever the destroyers 

approach on target ang les abaft 80° and when us ing secondary 

battery abaft 130° . In Plate 35 we saw that only 3 0NLiliAS are 

needed to ~top 13 0B0RAS , without ai d from the Bat~le Line , when 

t he 0B0RAS approach in t arget angles abaft 120 ° . ffi1en they ap

proc.ch in targ0t angle s oo to 120°, the conditions for thE:. ap-
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proach are much more favora':J:: .. e for the destroyers, so far as 

being stopped by cruisers before they reach effective range is 

concerned. When approaching between 30° and 120°, it takes the 

most number of cruisers to stop the destroyers in time . This 

is because the destro7ers as they approach can use broadside 

fire on the cruisers more often. The most favorable part of 

this arc for the destroyers is from 30° to ao0 , where the most 

cruisers must come out the furtherest and the enemy Battle Line 

is ineffective. In the arc o0 to 30° the destroyers cannot use 

broadside fire and a collision course too; nor any other course 

without difficulty when in the more forward :portions of this arc. 

What is the most favorable part of t~e arc 30° to so 0 ? The 

nearer so 0 is approached the greater the chance that broadside 

fire may be used . If the Battle Line speed gets less than 1/2 

the destroyer speed , broadside fire can~ot be used at all and 

the collision course maintained . But the nearer the destroyers 

come to 80° the less the turn off from the collision course to 

bring their broadsides to bear. Hi th the usual destroyer speeds 

of 25 to 30 knots and the ualal Battle Line speeds of 15 to 20 

knots , the arc 60° to 80° gi"es broadside fire for all combina

tions . In this arc the nearer 60° is approached the further out 

the cruisers must come and therefore the less chance of their 

oeing there , and the less chance of the DD int6rfering with their 

own Battle Line fir&. Also tho arc 60° to 80° tends to force 

interposing cruisers into the area between the Battle Lines and 

to within range of the destroyers' Battle Line . 

Combining all we hav8 deduc0d , it is fair to say that the 

most favorable tareet angle , from which to approach for a des

tro:rcr attack in a general action , lies in the arc 50° to so0 • 

This takes into consideration also tha difficulty destroyers 

have of gaining definite positions with reference to their own 

Battle Line. The nearer their assigned positions are to their 
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own Battle Line, the greater is the chance that they will be 

there. 

It is necessary , of course , that the highest practicable 

sJeed be used in the approach. 

(c) Formations for Approach . 

The formations of destroyers for the approach have been 

a matter of much thought and experiment. The latest publica

tion on this subject is 11Formations and Maneuvers of Destroyers, 

U. S.Fleet , 1 932" . This paper will not attempt to elaborate on 

that publication. But attention is invited to the need for de

veloping maximum gunfire by destroyers while making an approach . 

Often the destroyers' gunfire in naximum volume will be needed 

to get the attack through. A flexibility in the standard for 

mations, either to extend them into squadron column or an ap

proximation thereto, to allow full gunfire of the squadron , is 

imperative . 

{d1 Action of Covering Forces. 

The covering forces are the cruisers and destroyers , 

detailed to keep the way cleared for the approach and firing 

of the attack destroyers. 'l'heir weapons are the gun , the tor

pedo, and the ram. Their objective is the enemy's cruisers and 

destroyers which may interfere with the attack. If such cover 

ing forces take the action, sug6ested in Chapter IV for defend

ing the Bat~le Line against surface torpedo attack, and their 

attack destroyers approacn from the arc approximately 50° to so0 

or from near their own Battle Line, the covering force , as a rule, 

will be in the best initial position for covering the approach 

of the attack s 0uadrons. 

Once the destroyer attack is seen to go in , the covering 

force has to decide between covering the Battle Line and cover

ing the attaclc destroyers . The best position always will be to 

interpose between the object to be covered and the threatening 

enemy. As long as the bearings of the Battle Line and the attack 
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squadrons , from the interposed coverin6 force , differ little, 

both the Battle Line and attack destro:.,e rs can be kept covered 

simultaneously without difficulty . This will occur oftener 

when the attack squadrons begin their attack from near the 

Battle Line and approach on a collision course, or from near 

their covering forces . The attack so_uadrons will be near their 

covering forces, as a rule, only when they are not approaching 

in the best target angles - 50° to 80° . When it is difficult 

to cover both , the covering force must follow the apparent in

tent ions of the enemy and interpose between him and the more 

threatened object . 

Quick effec t is required as the tendency will be for the 

enemv cruisers, one's own covering force and the attack des 

troyers to close the sama area . A melee often wi ll result in 

this fight for torpedo water . AS a rule the coverin6 forces 

must close the range and keep in the van of the attack destroy

ers . To make a destroyer attack effective, covering forces must 

close to short ran3e and fi&ht the interfering force to a deci 

sion . If the O.T.C. orders a destroyer attack on the enemy 

Battle Line , it must be assumed that he intends for it to be 

of maximum effectiveness. 

Plate 44 shows two opposing Battle Lines at 20,000 yards . 

It will be difficult to provide sufficien.t Battle :::.ine support 

for a destroyer att ack at ranges muoh in excess of this . Three 

BLUE attack scuadrons at A, B & C cit zero minute are starting 

their approach. At this instant A & B are approaching from 

favor a.ble target angles - 50° to ao0
• O has been in the van 

vn th the cruisers at D. There are three BLUE cruiser di vis ions 

at D, E & F , interposed just beyond the 11 apple11 between their 

own Battle :ine and three enemy cruiser divisions at G, H & I 

respectively. The BLUE cruisers have been in these posi tions 

ever since the deployment , keeping interposed between the Battle 

Line and the enemy cruisers . If the destroyers have been near 
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the- Battle Line in the preliminary stages , the cruisers have 

been covering them also. The cruisers receive orders to cover 

t11c attack of these three squadrons , or they see them begin the 

approach . They also see their opposing cruisers stand to inter 

cept the attack destroyers . The BLUE cruisers decide t o cover 

the attack. They move to keep interposed between the enemy 

cruisers and their own destroyers and to close the range . At 

the end of 12 minutes all forces are in the positions shown. 

All BLUE cruisers have covered the attack destroyers , and their 

own Battle Line as well c They were able to do this by means of 

their initial interposing positions and b· closing the ranGe 

on the enemy cruisers . In a chase tails action , as illustrated 

to the right, the BLUE cruisers , aba:flt BLU3 Battle Line beam, 

performed in the sama manner . 

The covering o:t:erations , performed in this way, will be 

successful if they are in sufficient force and adhere to gun

fire requiremen"ts. If the covering force is not in sufficient 

strength, either the O.T. C . will not order the attack, or the 

disparity of strength must be accepted . There is no point in 

saving cruisers in a general action for something better , when 

a major destroyer attack is ordered. 

(e) Smoke Screens. 

Smoke screens in the generaL action will not be dwelt on 

exhaustively , for their characteristics are well known. They 

require special weather conditions to insure lying. Strong 

wind, low barometer, and misty or rainy weather are considered 

favorable . If they will lie, they can be laid down Wind , up 

Wind, and across Wind , Jrovided sufficient angle between course 

of layers and direction of wind is obtained to give breadth to 

the screen. If one's own fleet is to windward 1 sm.oke will drift 

toward the enemy and will cover forces between which it intervenes . 

Destroyer attacks can cover themselves when approaching from 
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windward. If one ' s own fleet is to leeward, smolrn will drift 

away from the enemy and not cover force s to windward , but it 

may cover the splashes of overs or set a background that makes 

difficult the distinguishing of uni ts .. Smol'.:e will not help 

destroyer attacks so well as when begun from to wino.ward . If 

both fleets are heading ap,roximately into the wind , or away 

from the wind , both sides probably will have about equal advan

tages in the use of smoke. In the farmer case there is greater 

chance of covering their own attacks with smoke. 

One characteristic of smoke screens should be emphasized . 

A s-:.l1oke screen laid nearer to one's 01im fleet tllan to the enemy's 

restricts one 's own View an~ freedom of maneuver more than it 

does the enemy's . But the smokers are safer and the smoke is 

more easily controlled. Two cases will show how this character

istic may be turned to one 's own advantaGe. Plate 45 illus

trates Case I , in whiuh 3LUE is engaged with RED. Smolce Screen 

A is nearer BLUE than RED. In this case only? out of the 12 

BLUZ ships can see any of RED , whereas all 12 of the i-,ED ships 

can see 6 BLDE ships - and some of them 7 •. H:i:D ha,:3 a distinct 

gunfire advantage. If the screen were half way betY1een the two 

Battle Lines , as at B, then each side would see the same number 

of enemy ships and there would be no gunfire adYanta.:..,e on either 

side . If the screen were nearer RED , as at C, the conditions 

would be reversed in favor of BLUE . \/hen the screen is near 

one Battle Line , that Battle Line is restricted in its maneuvers , 

by taving its range of vision limited. If Screen A covered the 

BLUE O. T . C. 's flagship , he would hesitate to turn toward the 

nearby screen for fear of what may be just heyond it . The ten

dency will be for him to move away from the screen. On the other 

hand , RED's range of vision is not greatly affected. The Screen 

A appears to him just a bank of smoke on tne horizon, subtending 

a small azimuth arc . In view of this and the dif fi cul ty of light 
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surface fer ces laying a smoke screen near the enemy , the air 

plane smoke curtain , which can be laid where wan tec"i. in much 

quicl<.er time , is gaining favor . Plate 50 ill ustrates Case II . 

I n this ca se BLUE is between two ORANG.!!, forces with which he 

is engaged . iie decides to bloclc off Force A with smol:e while 

concentrating on Force B. The BLUE smoke la:rers at S and the 

BLUE Battle Line smoke . S keeps to lee,,ard of tb e leac..er of 

the Ba ttle Line and. not far from i t . BLUE in this case does 

not care how restricted his vie\/ or his freedom of maneuver to

ward Force A is . He n e ither wants to maneuver in that direction 

nor be seen from there . He only wants to be sure tllat he is 

Tiell covered so that a cannot see him an:l that his snoke is well 

under control. ~ position of the BLU:: smokers near the BLUE 

Ba ttle Line assures this . 

Smoke laid by cruisers and destroJers uas been suggested 

for va rious uses in a general action . .d.!10.'lf, them are , to pro 

tect cruiser s and destroyers in attack or wb.en under heavy fire , 

to mask a maneuver , to cover a disac1vaJ1tageous disposition , to 

cover forces when in unfavorable range bands , and to isolate 

por t i ons of the enemy . The situations are nu,~er.:ms . 

The disadva:itage of sraolre is the a.anger of inter fering 

with effective r;unfire of the Battle :.ine and in covGring those 

forces which it is disadvantageous to cover . This arises from 

the loss of control of the snoke once it is laid , the difficulty 

of anticipating how far it wi 11 go anl how long it - i 11 lie , and 

the lack of information of what the o:r . c. rr:ay plan to do with 

the Battle Line. dr::ioke laid by light forces is a two- edged sword 

that may cut both ways . To compro~ise satisfactorily between it s 

disadvantages and advanta&es by a SiDf.,.le rule is dif'ficul t . Some

times it is the style to keep excl usively the laying of smoke 

screens in the hands of the O. T.C . ; at other times the light 

forces have discretionary powers . Both nethods will be rigpt in 

l 
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ce rtain circumstan ces . Each tactical situation r.1&ri ts its own 

solution. Trained judgment of the officer on the spot can never 

be dispensed w.i. th . It probably will be a safe plan for the 

O. T . C. to retain control of' al l smoke screens in areas adjacent 

to the Battle Line and to windward of it; and to grant discre

tion in the more remote areas with the under&tanding that Battle 

Line operations and plans must not be interfered with . 

{f) Summary . 

(1) The coordination of a destroyer attack, in point 

of time , with its own Battle Line is more important than the at

tainment of ideal attack· perfection r;i thin the destroyers them

selves . Destroyers , when ordered to attack , should a pproach and 

attack at once from wherever they are. 

( 2) For surface torpedo craft a col l ision course with 

the target is the best to get to torpedo effective rar:ige in the 

quickest time from any given position . 1I1his c our s e should be 

followed , as nearly as practicable , at the hi@1est practicable 

s:pe ed . 

(3) For surface torpedo craf"t the most fa11orable target 

angle , from which to begin the approach to the firing position 

in a general action , lies between 50° and 80°. 

(4) Often the attacking destroyers' gunfire in maximum 

volume will be needed to get the attack in . A flexibility of 

formation and maneuver is important for this purpose . 

(5) As a rule the best initial position for cruisers 

to occupy , not only for defending other defensive f orces and own 

Battle Line , but also for covering the attack of destro~·ers, is 

to keep interposed between the head of own Bo.ttle Line and the 

threa telling force on , or 2000 to 4000 yards beyond , the II apple" . 

After the destroyer attack starts to approach , the covering force 

may have to interpose between the attack and the threatening 

enemy, instead of the Battle Line and the enem}r . Often the two 

bearings Wi 11 differ little. 
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(6) Crui sers , covering a destroyer att ac~ , should 

close as q_uickly as possible the threatening enemy, consistent 

with kee~ing i nterposed ; and fight to a quick decision . 

(?) Smokescreens can be used advantageously in a 

variety of situations , but they are -c;wo- edged swords that cut 

both way s . The nicest judgment is required in their use . Nor

mally the O.T . C • . should retain control of snake screens in the 

area s adja cent to hi s Ba ttl e Line , and to windward of it ; and 

Grant discretion in remote areas with the understanding that 

Battle Li ne operations must not be interferred with . Interposing 

smoke screens nearer one ' s own Battle Line than t he enemy ' s are 

of ten more dangerous than helpf ul . 
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CHAPTSR VI 

TH::: SYNTHESIS OF .aTTACK AND DEFENSE BY CTIUIS:sRS AiID DESTROYERS , 

·,1e have now separated b:r analysis the leading factors in 

the tactics of cruisers and destroyers in the general action . 

Let us see if we can unprove the picture by assembling these 

factors by synthesis . Each tactical si tu.ation r1eri ts its own 

solution . For illustration purposes , let us assume three speci-

fie situations embodying: -

(a) The Appro ... ch ; 

( J) The Battle, where BLUE is superior in Cruisers 
and Destroyers; 

( C) The Battle , where BLUE is inferior in Cr•.tisers 
and Destroyers . 

(a) The Approach. 

Plate 46 shows the synthesis of the approacr .• In the situa

tion assumed for Plate 46 the visibility is day normal; the enemy 

is not in sight of surface forces; BLlIE is seeking action with a 

superior BLUE Battle Line, upon Which he pri!!l8.rily depends . His 

cruisers are superior in gun fighting strength to the enemy's 

cruisers and destrovers conbined and their tasl, is defensive to 

i.11sure freedom of maneuver for own Battle Line; the direction of 

the enemy Battle Line is known within 10°; anci. the ene!'ly battle 

cruisers are in his Battle Line. Cthen1ise nothing is known , 

but BLUE aircraft are scouting. If it were impracticable for 

BLUE aircraft to scout, one cruiser division would have to be 

spread on a scouting line further in the van . The stren~th of 

BLUE cruisers makes unnecessary the assignment of destroyers to 

them. If it were found that the cruisers needed ree:_forcerrent, 

destroyers as required would join them f ram the destroyer area 

near the Battle Line . If the enemy Battle cruisers were not in 

their Battle line, or were unlocated , two or three BLUE battle

ships could be sent to supper t the cruisers . 
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Wi th this infor mation BLUE takes the disposition shown. 

His fleet axis is pointed in the direction of the enemy Battle 

Line , which is also his course at present , with fleet speed 

19 knots . The destroyers , ass'l.llm d to be five squadrons , re

main Within the hatched area marked "Destroyer Area". Within 

this area four squadrons dispose themselves into the A.S . s oreen, 

described in Chapter IV . The fifth SQUadron is assembled either 

at D, A, B or C, as desired. The destroyers , therefore, are in 

position of readiness for defense against submarines and torpedo 

planes , to reenforce cruisers , anu to attack enemy Battle Line 

when ordered , as described in previous chapters . They are near 

the center of maneuver of the fleet . 

The cruisers are disposed as shown. The 1:apples" for the 

Type G torpedo , which is assumed to be the longest range torpedo 

that the enemy light forces carry, are shown for BLUE speed of 

19 knots for present course and for deployments 45° to right and 

left of present course and 90° to right and left of present 

course . The cruisers are in position of readiness to occupy 

any of these "apples" . The cruisers need not extend beyond 40° 

each side of the fleet axis , because it is improbable that the 

enemy light f'o rces will be separated so far from their Battle 

Line that they will be found outside of these bearinf,s . This 

arc (40° each side of fleet axis) allows for the □axinum exten

tion of enemy lich t forces from their Battle Line , as illustrated 

in Fleet Dispositions and Battle Plans . It is not possible for 

tbe enemy to extend any fur t.her Without danger of light forces 

becoming isolated. These limiting bearings als~ allow for a 

10° error in direction of enemy Battle Line . The BLUE cruisers 

are out about 22 , 000 yards which should pen.tit ample warning to 

the 0.T. C. of the enercy approach . Visual signalling is also 

practicable in all directions with all forces . 
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The cruisers in the area shown are sufficiently concentrated 

to interpose in time superior forces between their own Battle 

Line and the enemy 1 ight forces , whether the enemy light forces 

are massed in his center, or disposed on the flanks and center, 

or in any other combination. The heavy cruisers are ahead of 

the light cruisers, because of' their longer range guns and be

cause their station in deployment is 2000 to 4000 yards outside 

the 11 apple1t , whereas the light cruisers are on the 11 appleu. 

Plate 4? shows this same approach disposition ~~en the 

fleet axis is 45° to the right of the fleet course. 

(b} The Battle , where BLUZ is Superior in Cruisers & Destroyers . 

Plate 48 shows the battle, with the Battle Line range at 

25 , 000 yards . It flows from the approach disposition shown on 

Plates 46 or 47. It is a still picture of a great deal of 

motion. 

When the deployment signal is made out , the destroyers move , 

as described in Chapter IV and illustrated on Plate 42 . In 

Plate 48 the destroyer squadron (V), which is in excess of the 

A. S. screen , goes to the rear. Squadrons I & II move out to

ward the enemy, and, when ordered , stand in on collision course 

to attack. They will pass about 5000 yards astern of the 5 

OllARAS , if the OMAHAS maint ain present course and speed. All 

destroTTers stay generally within or near the hatched area , 

marked 11Destroyer Area", until ordered to attack . Those not 

assembled for attack form as A. S. ano A.A. screen , 

As soon as the enemy light forces are sighted during the 

approach and without waiting for fleet deployment or any other 

orders, the BLUE cruisers match off ecual force to equal force 

and interpose on the 11 apples11 shown on Plate 46 . They steer a 

course at the speed required to hold this interposition on or 

near the 11apples11
• AS the enemy light force strength and dis 

postion is made out , reenforcements are sent in where required 
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until superior force is interposed against all ener.iy light forces 

- the CA against CJ.;. and the CL against destro--ers if practicable . 

If the enemy light forces come in to fight , BLUE engages; but he 

does not pursue much beyond the "apples" , unless the BLUE Battle 

Line is not uncovered thereby and a decided advantage is to be 

gained . By this means the BLUE cruisers insure freedom of man

euver for their own Battle Line during the approach . 

As soon as the deployment is ordered , the BLUE cruisers 

draw in the " apples" shown on Plate 48 - one for the deployment 

course , one for the Battleships' Battle For.ration 45° left and 

one for a cha.nge of course by the Battle Line to di vision columns 

left 150°; all for Battle Line speed of 19 knots , the maximum 

formation speed . These 11 apples11 will cover all :µrobable maneuvers 

of the Bat t le Line . They do not differ Yauch from those used in 

the approach , except the one in the original van in the approach 

comes in closer to tne Battle Line by about 5000 yards . The BLUE 

cruisers, which by now are interposed against all the enemy's 

cruisers and attack destroyers , nold their positions on or near 

the 11 appl es" so drawn . If the eneuy desires to push in a des

tro:rer attack, he must break down the BLUE cruise:::- opposition . 

The enemy cannot find an open space for o.n attack , for the BLUE 

cruisers are on interior lines and are alwa7s interposed . 

There is an area, however , where BLuE cn.isers ma:, have 

difficulty in interposing . That will bo the area covered by the 

enemy Battle Line secondary bat .., ery . This battery, in Plate 48 , 

can inflict about 3% da."1age on the BLlJE 0MAEiAS at 15 , 000 yards 

and about?% at 12 , 000 yards in 3 minutes . This area cuts in on 

the maneuverinG water of the BLtE cruisers Jore and oore as the 

Battle Line range decrenses . The BLUE cruisers may hesitate to 

enter it . But may h~ve to do so to stop a destroyer attack. How 

effective the secondary buttery of the enem:r Battle Line will be , 

while under fire ut effective ranges from 
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the BLUE Battle Line, is problematical . "rhe best area for the 

enemy destroyer attack will be through this area , as was shown 

in Chapter V. The enemy in Plate 48 has taken the battle dis

position illustrated in Fleet Dispositions and Battle Plans. 

His rear flank forces , however , have been unable to reach the 

station recommended therein , on account of BLUE opposition. 

It is believed that as long as the BLUE cruisers remain 

interposed in superior strength in the hatched areas , marl.:ed 

11cruiser A.rea 11 , the BLUE Battle Line will have practical liberty 

of decision and action. The enemy has to overcome superior 

cruiser strength in order to deprive BLUE of this . 

(c) The Battle, where BLUE is Inferior in Cruisers & Destroyers . 

In this case it is assumed that 3LU3 has the superior 

Battle Line , but inferior cruisers and destroyers. He is seek

ing decisive action, relying primarily on his Battle Line, with 

his light forces on the defensive to insure freedom of maneuver 

so far as possible . The enemy will probably use llis superior 

light forces on the offensive to endeavor to J.J.lak.e up his inferi 

ority in the Battle Line . BLUE cannot be strong everywhere as 

in Plate 48. If he attempts to match the ene1:1y' s liGht forces 

in every direction , he will probably be weaker in every d irec

tion , and thereby lose all freedom of maneuver . We will assume 

that BLUE will endeavor to overcome this , by deliberately being 

weak on one flank in order to be overwbelmingly superior on the 

other. By this means he Will surrender freedom of maneuver in 

one direction in order to gain it in the other . BLUS will, there

fore , select a Battle Line course toot will place the greater 

part of the enemy' s light forces abaft the beam of his Battle 

Line , in order to minimize their torpedo effectiveness ; and con

centrate the greater part of his own liGht forces on the other 

flank to l'.eep his van clear. ',1e will assume tbat this will re

sult in a "chase tails" action. 
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To illustrate tile operations of the cruisers and destro~rers 

under these conditions, in conforui ty with ,;he suggestions of 

this paper , Plate 49 has been prepared . The situation shown is 

dia gramed from the actual situa tion that existed on the ::na.neuver 

board at 1648 in Tactical Problem IV, 1 933- Sr . The only discrep

ancy is that the BLUE Battle Line is shown in Battle Forrna.tion 

15° right, on course 105°, instead of turning to course about 

SV a s he actually did . BLUE Desrons I & II, consisting of 20 

DD , had just been wiped out by the RED light forces A and B. 

There was a s moke pall in this locality from ti1e melee a nd burn

ing ships . It is difficult for BLUE O. T . C. to .11al~e out what is 

happening in this area . The Battle Lines were just on the edge 

of visibility. V/hen last seen the RI:D light farces at B were 

heading at high speed for the !!lelee, the r·esult of which nas 

yet unknown . R:::;D light forces at C also were heading for the 

melee a t high speed . The RED cruisers at D had been under Bat

tle Line and light force fire for sone time . 'l'hey were known to 

be crippled. The RED destroyers at C were kno\m to be fresh , a s 

well a s R~D ' s A. S . screen at E. The BLu~ light forces at X, Y & 

Z were in good condition . The RED destroyers , ship for ship , 

a re s uperior to BLUE' s . 

0 0 0 The napples" for BLUE Battle ::.1ne courses 105 , 135 , 235 

a nd 2?0° are show.1. If BLtJ'E turns his :aattle Line to Sfl , the 

smQke , where the e1. e1i1y light forces are , will be well within t he 

11 apple11
, with RED for ces at B soon to be . I f BLUE :3attle Line 

continues to eastward (course 105°), the R=n light forces are 

outside of the ~appl~; D & Ewell outside , C 3000 to ?000 yards 

outside . The nost threatening area for oLJ3 , therefore , appears 

to be in the direction of A. It is as sumed that BLUE decides to 

put the area A abaft his beam and use his light forces to clea r 

away his van . There is yet time to stop the R:ZD light forces 

a t D, C & E with the superior BLUE light farces at X, Y, & z. 
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Until the threat from them is removed , the BLUE Battle Line may 

not be able to turn more to the Southward, as the chase tails 

action will require . But he may have hopes mat Desrons I & IIJ 

which a re fighting in the smoke at A, may have gotten off some 

torpedoes at the RED :aattle Line , which would probably force a 

turn a way out of sight and give BLUE a breathing spel l to re 

store his van. 

To accomplish this , he will direct all his light forces , 

including his A. 3. screen, to protect his van on a SE c ourse . 

To do this the cruisers at X should strive to interpose between 

the Ba ttle Line and the RED cruisers D on the 11a :pple 11 for course 

135° ; the destroyers at Y in the srune manner for the enemy C, 

and the destroyers at Zin the same manner for E or B, if B turns 

in . They should go out as far toward the ::apple" as they can to 

bring e f fective gunfire to bear on their opponents and the 

secondary ba ttery of the RZD Battle Line will permit . The 

BLUE Battle Line , in the racanti me, should turn to the SE as f'ar 

as the clearing operations will J;Brmi t and not lose sight of the 

RZD light forces at B, C and D. To lose si c)lt of them. rlight 

permit the RED Battle Line to put its main battery on X, Y and 

Z, when the enemy Battle Line went out of sight in the haze , 

without a corresponding opportunity for BLUE . By this rJeans 

BLUE neglects his ri@lt flanlc and concentrates his effort on 

his left f l ank . His Battle I..ine secondary battery still is 

ava ilable , in its most effective arc , for use against the enemy 

at A, and B, if B stands further to the westward . 
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CHAPTER VII 

CONCLUSION. 

Nelson , in his Trafalgar Battle Plan, assigned to his 

second in command the task of cutting off the enemy's tnelve 

rear ships and of following "up the blow until they are cap

tured or destroyed". "The remainder or' the enemy ' s fleet - -

are to be left to the nanagement of the Commander- in- Chief , 

who will endeavor to take care that the movements of the 

second in coranand are as little interrupted as is possible11 • 

In the modern general action will it not be the r ole of 

the cruisers and 6estroyers to take care tnat the movements 

of the main strikin~ force are as little interrupted as is 

possibl e? This main striking force will be the Battle Line, 

plus destroyers sallying from it like wolf cubs fron the pack. 

Or , in football language : guards block guards, tackles 

block tackles , ends block ends and the man with the ball goes 

through center. 
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